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leers extend win streak to 10 with sweep, p.9
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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, January 13,1987

No suspects
in student's
murder case
by Don Lee
wire editor
City police are continuing
their investigation into the murder last week of a University
junior in her Second Street
apartment, but still do not have
any suspects, Capt. Tom Votava, assistant police chief, said
yesterday.
Karen Sue Hirschman, 22, a
management information systems major, was found dead at
9:06 pjn. Jan. 6 by her boyfriend
in the living room of her apartment at 818 Second St., Apt. A8.
She had suffered 10 stab wounds
in the chest and abdomen and
had bruises on her head.
Dr. Roger Peatee, Wood
County coroner, said Jan. 7 that
Hirschman died of internal hemorrhaging from the stab wounds.
Peatee said Hirschman had
died at about 8:30 p.m., about 30
minutes before she was found.
Two neighbors who reported
hearing the sounds of a struggle
were interviewed by Wood
County prosecutors Tuesday
night, Betty Montgomery. Wood
County prosecutor, said The
boyfriend, who's name was not
released, took a lie detector test
in Toledo Wednesday. Police
have not identified him as a
9e have not eliminated anyone as a suspect," Votava said.
"It's too early to eliminate anyone."
Police removed two vanloads
of evidence from the apartment.
The evidence is still being processed by the Ohio Bureau of
Criminal Investigation, Votava
said.
POLICE ARE still waiting for
test results to determine if
Hirschman was sexually assaulted. She was partially
clothed when found.
There was no evidence that
anything had been taken from
the apartment, and there was no
sign of forced entry, Votava

Celeste,
Leonard
sworn in
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
Richard Celeste was inaugurated for a second term yesterday in flag-bedecked
ceremonies that drew an estimated 3,000 friends, wellwishers and curiosity-seekers to the snow-covered
Statehouse lawn.
Former Dayton Mayor
Paul Leonard also took the
oath as lieutenant governor
in a noontime program that
included remarks from both
of Ohio's U.S. senators and
the introduction of numerous
other officials and dignitaries.
In near-freezing temperatures and a bone-chilling
breeze, Celeste delivered a
25-minute speech in which he
traced the accomplishments
of his first term and invited
Ohioans to join him in turning their best dreams for the
state into reality to meet the
challenges of the 21st century.
The 49-year-old Democrat,
wearing a dark blue overcoat
and gray tie, was flanked by
his wife, Dagmar, and other
family members for a program that included songs by
the All-Ohio Youth Choir and
the All-Ohio State Fair Band.

"We won't know for sure until
we get evidence back, (and)
have evidence to point a solid,
substantial finger,'' he said.
Police detectives involved in
the case were to meet today to
review the case and divide the
work load, Votava said.
Hirschman transferred to the
University from Michigan Technical University at the beginning of the Fall 1966 term. She
was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hirschman, 4531
Flanders Hill Court, Sylvania.
Hirschman's death is the first
murder in Bowling Green since
1980. That year, lft-year-old Stephen Bowers, a University
freshman from Canton, was
stabbed to death Nov. 16 in a
X" t with a group of juveniles
r he refused to let them into
what is now Uptown bar, where
he worked.
Four persons were convicted,
and a fifth, Rejelio "Roy" Garcia, formerly of Perrysburg,
was arrested by the FBI in
Houston July 31 and brought to
Bowling Green to face charges.
GARCIA IS in Wood County
Jail awaiting the second phase
of a hearths to determine
whether he will be tried as an
adult. Garcia, 22, was 17 at the
time of the stabbing.
The first phase of his hearing,
to determine probable cause for
the stabbing, was Dec. 15. The
09613801second phase, which
will determine what Garcia's
mental state was at the time of
the stabbing, is scheduled for
Jan. 26 at 11:15 a.m.
The year before, University
student Kimberly Jackson, 22. of
Youngstown, was found beaten
to death May 18 at 400 Napoleon
Rd., Apt. 334, where she lived.
Her boyfriend, Joe Curry, 27,
pleaded guilty to her murder in
August of that year.

Photo Alex Horvath

Rockets grounded

Members of the University's basketball team celebrate their 79-70 win over the University of Toledo
Saturday In Anderson Arena. It was the Falcons' fifth straight home win. See story on page 9.

Celeste took his oath from
Thomas Mover, newly
elected chief justice of the
Ohio Supreme Court, on a
Bible that belonged to the
late Myrl Shoemaker, his
first lieutenant governor who
died in office in July 1985.
Celeste, in his speech,
spoke in general terms of his
goals, including productive
jobs, excellence in education,
independence for the poor
and peace - not only among
competitive groups in the
state but also within the nation and the world.

Eakin gets top post at ECU Iraqi troops stage
by Melissa McGUllvray
assistant managing editor

Richard Eakin, University
vice president for planning and
budgeting, was unanimously
voted chancellor of East Carolina University Friday by North
Carolina's Board of Governors.
The announcement of the appointment, which places Eakin
at the top position at that university, came while Eakin was visiting the university with his
family for the weekend.
The job starts March 1 and
will require a move at the end of
February. Eakin said he and his
family are looking forward to
the change.
"We're all delighted with this
opportunity ," he said "At the
same time, 1 think today, for the
first time, It's really hit me that
111 be leaving BG, and a community thatHove."
However, Eakin said he has

"We're all delighted with
this opportunity. At the same
time .. . It's really hit me that
I'll be leaving BG, and a
community that 1 love."
— Richard Eakin
positive feelings about East Carolina because It is similar to the
University. The two universities
are about the same size, with
East Carolina having about
14,000 students, Eakin said. Both
universities have excellent programs in business and education, he said.
HE SAID be believes East
Carolina delivers a high quality
education at a reasonable cost.
"These days, reasonable cost
needs to be focused on," he said.
The position as chancellor Will
be a normal progression in bis

career, Eakin said. He was interested in the position because
East Carolina is a growing university where "everyone is optimistic about the future," be
said.
Eakin was one of two candidates who visited the East Carolina campus last November. The
other was Gregory O'Brien, provost of the University of South
Florida at Tampa.
Eakin, who replaces the retiring John Howell, will receive
a base salary of $90,000.
East Carolina University is

the third largest of the 16 North
Carolina state universities,
which are known collectively as
the "UNC system."
The system is overseen by its
president, CD. Spangler.
University President Paul
Olscamp said Eakin will be
missed.
"I think he's more than qualified for the job and he deserves
it," Olscamp said. "They've got
a first-class man and I'll miss
him indeed."
Olscamp said Eakin's new position wLU be good for this University. He added there are
many ways a university gets to
be known widely, ana one of
them is for someone from the
University, such as Eakin, to
bold a position of responsibility
elsewhere.
Olscamp said he served as a
reference for Eakin to help him
obtain his new position.
D See Eakin, page 3.

Board extends Olscamp's contract
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

The Board of Trustees voted Dec. 12 to
offer University President Paul Olscamp an
extension of his contract for five more years
when his current contract expires June 90.
The vote on the contract extension was 7-1,
with Trustee Virginia Platt being the only
one to oppose it, on the grounds that it is too
soon to negotiate a new contract
The new contract does not make any
provision for a salary increase for Olscamp;
it only extends his contract for five more

years. Olscamp's salary is reviewed once
everyyear.
THE BOARD authorized Trustees Melvin
Murray and Herbert Moorebead to update
the contract to make it current in a ''nonsubstantive" way. according to Philip Mason, executive assistant to Olscamp. He said
this includes deleting provisions like the one
that says the University will pay for the
Olscamps' move to Bowling Green from
Western Washington University.
Olscamp became University president in
1962.
In other action, the trustees approved

•*

naming a room in the proposed addition to
the Business Administration Building the
"Dana Executive Seminar Room" in honor
of the Dana Corporation's $50,000 gift to the
University.
The board also took action on State House
Bill MS, which requires all eligible males
who are not registered with the Selective
Service to pay out-of-sUte tuition at state
universities.
"In essence, the University simply didn't
have a choice," Mason said.
The board will not hold a meeting in
January.

counter-offensive
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iraq said its warplanes bombed Iranian
cities, oilfields and industrial targets yesterday and claimed to have
retaken most of the southern swampland Iranian invaders overran
in a 4-day-old offensive.
Iran said its troops crushed three tank-led Iraqi counterattacks
and held its beachhead in Iraq. It claimed 16,500 Iraqis had been
killed or wounded since the invasion began Friday.
Among those killed was Gen. Abdul Wahid Mahmoud Towfiq,
Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency claimed in a dispatch
monitored in Nicosia.
In the Iraqi capital of Baghdad. Lt. Gen. Abdul Jabar Muhsin said
at a news conference that Iraq's forces had "purged" most positions
the Iranians seized near Basra and the Iranians were pinned down in
a stretch of marshland about three miles long and roughly half that
wide.
This was about the same area the Iraqis mentioned Sunday,
however, which indicated their counterattacks had not gained much
ground
Muhsin said surface-to-surface missiles were fired yesterday at
the main Iranian staging area around Khoramshahr on the eastern
bank of the Shatt al-Arab border waterway.
OFFICIAL IRANIAN and Iraqi reports of fighting often are
exaggerated and cannot be reconciled because Western journalists
are allowed into battle areas only on occasional guided tours.
Earlier communiques by Iraq said its troops drove out some
Iranian units that had crossed the border about 20 miles south of
Basra, the port city that is Iraq's second largest and the southern
provincial capital. Basra has been an Iranian objective since the
war began in September 1900.
An Iraqi military spokesman in Baghdad said Iranian troops were
forced from one crossing point - apparently a sand bridge or ramp
across Fish Lake, which Iraq created as a barrier to invasion by
flooding lowlands.
Dispatches of Iran's official news agency said its troops began a
three-pronged attack late Sunday night. The Iranians appeared not
to have gained any new ground. The reports dealt mainly with such
defensive actions as "smashing" three Iraqi counterthrusts.
Those included a major operation Sunday night that Iran claimed
was led by President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, who visited the front
HUSSEIN'S VISIT indicated the seriousness his governmen
attaches to the Iranian drive across the Shatt al-Arab toward Basra
The war began more than six years ago when Iraq sent an invasion
force into Iran over the disputed border waterway.

Editorial
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Administration
policy muddled
The veneer of the "Teflon president" is really
beginning to lose its luster.
President Reagan's emotional decision to send
arms to Iran failed to take into account rational
advice from foreign policy experts and past administration practice.
Prior to the arms sale, the administration maintained a policy of not negotiating with terrorists.
Yet, providing weapons to Iran was designed to
help free American hostages being held in Lebanon, in apparent violation of Reagan's own mandate.
Sunday, Sen. William Cohen (R-Maine), a member of the Senate Intelligence committee, said its
investigation revealed the President decided to
continue sending arms to Iran even after the first
shipments did not result in freedom for all the
American hostages being held.
Common sense would have dictated that the
shipments of arms be stopped at that point, since
three more Americans were taken hostage in
Lebanon during the time the sale was being completed.
Cohen criticized the President for not heeding
warnings from senior Cabinet members to cease
the secret dealings with Iran, such as Secretary of
State George Snultz and Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger, and accused him of going to
"amateurs" for advice on foreign policy.
We agree with Cohen that the President's decision to sell arms to Iran was based on a policy that
was inconsistent, self-contradictory, and damaging
to U.S. credibility abroad.
Low-level administrative officials in the White
House took charge of foreign policy, it seems, with
the President's full permission - and those investigating the Iranian arms scandal will find Reagan
holding the bag.

No glory for presidents
by Qrugg Richardson
"Daddy, when I grow up, I'm
going to be the president of the
government, and I'll tell the
soldiers to stay at home and find
something else to do," said my
four-year-old daughter Hillary
this past week, upon hearing
Ronald Reagan's name mentioned on the radio.
Watching Reagan go down the
tubes this past two months has
been a source of such great
satisfaction to me, that I've
started listening to "All Things
Considered" again for the first
time in several years, and this
new nightly phenomenon has
evoked in her quite an interest in
politics.
I have taxed my intellect trying to explain democracy, taxes,
contras, Russians and the Dow
Jones industrial averages to
somebody whose world view Is
based mainly upon Winnie-thePooh stories and Sunday school
lessons. Nevertheless, her remark sounded to me suspiciously like a campaign
promise, and I wasn't buying it.
Anyhow, she's my child, and I
have a selfish desire to see her
successful and healthy, so I have
no interest in that little aspect of
the American Dream. To say
that in America, anyone's son or
daughter can grow up to be
president, is to say that anyone's
child can grow up to achieve
failure, illness and death.

that, with the exception of a few
freak assassinations, the position of the head of state was a
plum job.
Of course, prior to the election
of Reagan, political writers had
for some tune been bewailing
the succession of failed presidents since Eisenhower, whom
they apparently took as a norm.
But was Eisenhowers's fate normal? I'm not observing with the
objectivity of an historian, but
the heart of a parent.
We all remember Carter,
Ford, Nixon, Johnson, Kennedy.
Seeing their pictures like a police lineup in a book advertisement recently, I automatically
misread the title, Chief of Staff:
Twenty-Five Years of Managing
the Presidency, as "twenty-five
years of mangling the presidency."
Truman left office with about
the same level of popular respect accorded to Jimmy Carter. History has been kinder to
him, but he really didn't live

long enough to enjoy his rehabilitation.
The great Franklin Roosevelt,
his magic declining, died in office. Hoover left disgraced and
defeated. Coolidge has long been
viewed as a model of prudent
leadership, but the fact that the
stock market crash leading into
the Great Depression struck
eight months after he left office
suggests that his tenure did not
exactly bequeath a sound economy.
Despite his less-than-brilliant
analysis of the ensuing disaster
("when more and more people
are thrown out of work, unemEloyment results"), he must
ave had an inkling that somehow he was responsible for all of
that.
Warren Harding died suddenly in the midst of the Teapot
Dome scandal. Woodrow Wilson, that great idealistic statesman, left the White House a
bitter and disillusioned Invalid.
William Howard Taft not only

failed to win re-election in 1912,
but finished third behind Wilson
and former president Roosevelt,
who was running as a Progressive. That brings us to the hugely successful Teddy
Roosevelt; beyond that, every
single American president back
to Andy Jackson in 1836 was
either assassinated, defeated, or
impeached, or otherwise left
office scandalized, failed or
dead.
In the past 150 years, only two
men have retired from their full
terms In office with their health
and dignity intact. America has
been looking for Mr. Goodbar
for a century and a half, and
twenty-nine men have more or
less ruined themselves attempting to play the role. Now we are
witnessing the downfall of one
who thought he could succeed by
smiling and reading cue-cards.
Come on Hillary, why don't
you be a librarian?
Richardson is reference librarian at the science library.

1 GOT SOME NEAT LOOT
FOR CHRISTMAS. WHAT'D
You GET?

I know that sounds excessively critical, or at least I used to
believe so. I remember plowing
through Gibbon's Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire some
years ago, amazed at the seemingly endless parade of emperors after Marcus Aurelius
plunging, like lemmings, to their
deaths, one after another. Why,
I thought, would anyone want to
be the emperor of Rome?
America, on the other hand,
was so civilized, so decorous,

'All the news that's fit' Letters
Reagan takes a turn on the wheel of misfortune
by Don Lee
"yeah, Pat, I'd like an 'F,'
please..."
"Two 'F's.' Vanna, show him
wbe..."
"We interrupt this program to
bring you an RBS News special
report. We take you now to
Harry Hairspray, standing by in
New York."
"Ladies and gentlemen,
Harry Hairspray nere. RBS
News has learned that President
Reagan suffered yet another
medical setback early today. We
have been able to determine that
It was respiratory in nature, and
that the President was at no
time in any danger. Our Washington correspondent, Peter Generic, is standing by at the White
House. Peter?"
"Harry, White House officials
are keeping mum about Oils
latest case. The only information we have is from White
House chief janitor Oliver
North, who said early this morning that the president suffered a
temporary congestion of the sinus cavities resulting from a
rhinovirus infection."
"What?"
"He has a cold, Harry."
"Any idea what happened? I
mean, is anybody saying why he
has a cold?''
"Harry, all we were able to

get out of North was quote, well
it's January, endquote."
"Thank you. Peter. Our science correspondent, Sigmund
Fraud, is standing by at Bethesda Naval Hospital. Sigmund?"
"Harry, with me here at Bethesda is Dr. Vent Spleen, chief
of irrelevant departments at the
hospital. Dr. Spleen, what was
the nature of President Reagan's treatment?"
"Vot?"
"For his rhin - his cold."
' 'He vas never here. He hass a
cold? You don't go to der hospital for a cold."
"Harry, hospital officials are
keeping mum about this as
"Thank you, Sigmund. We're
going back now to Peter at the
White House. Peter, is there any
truth to the rumor we've heard
at the newsroom that tonight's
dinner menu at the White House
has been changed to include
chicken soup?"
"Harry, we haven't been able
to confirm that. We do know,
however, that a White House
staff member was sent to Bob's
Bargain Drugstore to pick up a
bottle of cough syrup.
"Who was it? Don Regan?
Another Cabinet official?"
"Harry, North said it was
George Bush."
"Thank you, Peter. We have a
live report now from Bob's Bargain Drugstore, three blocks
from the White House, where
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Frieda Flighty is with the store's clerk. Frieda?''
"Harry, with me is Merlin
Rollsroyce, check-out clerk at
Bob's. Mr. Rollsroyce, if you
could tell us what happened
when Vice-President Bush
stopped in to buy cough syrup
earlier today...?"
"Bush ... you mean George
Bush was here? No (garbled)?
Who's George Bush? Oh, yeah,
the nervous guy with the alligator shirt. Yeah, I remember
him. He bought the red kind, the
decongestant kind."
"Thank you, Mr. Rollsroyce.
Hurry, there you have it."
"Thank you, Frieda. We have
a special report from Sigmund
at Bethesda. Go ahead, Sigmund."
"Harry, I have here a cutaway model of the nasal passages, and when the president
sneezed, this is what happ - "
"Er, thank you, Sigmund."
"This concludes the special
report. We now return to our
regularly scheduled programming, already in progress."
"Pat, I'd like to solve the
puzzle: 'Take the fifth.'"
Lee, a senior journalism major from Swanton, is wire editor
of The News.

Respond

I have been trying for 17
months to gain admission to
BGSU. Despite the repeated disappointments I have encountered, I am determined to
complete the education I want so
badly.
It all started in August 1965,
when we moved to BG because
my wife was accepted as a graduate student here. I had never
finished my undergraduate
work.
I applied to BGSU, but had to
attend the Fall '85 semester as a
transient (temporary) student,
because I applied too late in the
summer for all my records to be
processed. I was encouraged to
apply for the Spring '86 semester, so I did. Finally, in October,
I was told that my file was
complete. I would hear from the
admissions office in four to six
weeks. I did not hear. I called in
December. I was told that my
file was not complete; they
needed certain high school records. By the time the records
were received, it was again too
late.

Editorial Editor
The BG News
214 West HaU

called back, as instructed, and
was told that Dr. Martin refused
to review my Hie until I reapply
and pay another $25.1 asked If I
could have an appointment with
Dr. Martin. I was told "it Is
Impossible to see him."
I am trying to keep an open
mind. I realize that the admissions office Is responsible for
thousands of students' files. All I
want is an education.
Michael D. Daniel
3M Napoleon Rd. Apt D-34

Student thanks
well-wishers
I am writing an open letter of
thanks to those people who were
kind enough to send me cards
and/or call my office to check on
my condition after my accident.
I was touched by your concern,
and I am pleased to report that
my recovery is nearly complete.
Special thanks go to the staff
of toe Health Center, especially
Drs. Kaplan and Brant, whose
concern and thoroughness eased
both my pain and my mind. I
trust that their expertise will
have me back in fightin' form in
no time!
My thanks again to all of you.
Sheila Harrington
24SS. Prospect

by Berke Breathed
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Letters to the editor should not
be longer than 200 words. Letters may not be signed by more
than two people.
Columns should be 600-700
words. University students writing columns should include class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions
to:

I was encouraged to apply
again for Fall '86 in a letter
signed by John Martin (director
of admissions). I reactivated my
application and waited to be
notified. Late In the summer I
finally heard.
This time I was told that I
could not be admitted because of
my poor grades from five years
ago. I went to speak with Joe
Spinelli, (associate dean of the
college of arts and sciences), to
see inhere were any way I could
gain admission. He arranged for
me to attend as a full-time transient student (so I would be able
to apply for a loan). I would like
to thank Dr. Spinelli here. He
was the only person who has
really spoken to me, and treated
me Uke a person here. He explained that my Spring '87 admission would be contingent on
my fall grades.
In December '86, I was told
that my application was being
considered. On Monday, Jan. 5,1
called the admissions office and
spoke to a woman named Victoria, who told me that my fall
grades were not received in
time. Dr. Martin, however,
would review my file to decide if
I could be granted special permission to attend one more semester as a transient student,
full-time.
On Wednesday afternoon I

BLOOM COUNTY

77ie BG News is your campus
forum.
Letters and columns should be
typewritten, double-spaced and
signed. Phone number and address or OCMB number must be
included, although telephone
numbers will not be published.
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New trustee rule opposed
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

A Board of Trustees resolution
forbidding board members to
discuss University concerns
among themselves or with others, without informing University President Paul Olscamp,
received strong opposition from
the Faculty Senate.
The senate, ai its Dec. 16
meeting, approved a strongly
worded resolution opposing the
board's resolution, which was
passed in November.
Stating that the board's resolution has a "chilling effect on
open and free debate in the
University" and violates the
First Amendment of the Constitution, the senate asked the
board to reconsider the resolution.
OLSCAMP SAID he had
sought the resolution to keep
himself from being unaware
about University affairs.
"I have to be well informed,"
be said. "It is impossible to be
president if you are consistently
uninformed.
He said he needs to be able to
comment and make recommendations about issues, and that is
not possible without being informed about those issues.
"I will not serve as president
of any organization in which the
trustees should intentionally

"... It is impossible to be president if
you are consistently uninformed ... I will
not serve as president of any organization
in which the trustees should intentionally
exclude me from discussion."

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Picasso and Monet will not
be there, but a wide variety of
art work by University graduate students will be.
The 1967 Graduate Student
Art Show will be in the Fine
Arts Building gallery through
January. The show features
the work of 16 graduate students in a variety of media,
including jewelry, ceramics
and sculpture.

— Paul Olscamp
exclude me from discussion,"
Olscamp said.
Theresa Milne, educational
curriculum and instruction instructor, called the question one
of the hottest issues the senate
has dealt with. She said the
president has a right to know
about University business, but
she said she believes her rights
have been infringed upon.
Many people who object to the
resolution are concerned that
Olscamp wants to be included in
all meetings. However, he
claims that Is not his intention.
Rather, he seeks only to be fully
informed about meetings that
deal with University business.
Olscamp said he thinks people
who don't want to invite film to
meetings are "missing the
boat" because he is the one who
makes many policy decisions.
He also said the resolution is
constitutional and was examined by University lawyers prior
to its passage.
The board will probably re-

consider its original resolution
in either its February or March
meetings, he said.
THE SENATE resolution also
requested that whenever the
board initiates a resolution
which affects the faculty, the
senate must have a chance to
offer Its input before the board
takes any final action.
In other action, senate approved a resolution on increasing the University's minority
populations.
Thomas Klein, professor of
English, said the University is
an Inhospitable campus for minority students.
"To change that climate, we
have to make an investment,"
he said.
He said black students are a
diminishing group that the University must compete for.
Olscamp said it is a difficult
problem. He said since the University does not have a significant minority population, it is
hard to attract more minorities.

Debbie Zappitelli, one of
the featured artists, describes the show as being a
variety of expressionistic
pieces.
"The pieces are extremely
colorful and individualistic;
many different subjects and
styles were used," she said.
Jacqueline Nathan, art exhibition administrator, adds
that the exhibition is very
upbeat.
"It's a very appealing
show - contemporary and
colorful," she said.
THE SHOW attracts many
members of the community
as well as a good number of
University students, Nathan
said. Also, art classes use the
exhibit as a learning tool to
discuss the various techniques and subject matter
used.

Eakln
D Continued from page 1.
He said possible replacements for Eakin have not
been discussed. However, Eakin will not be replaced until sometime next fall.
Until then, Olscamp said he will appoint an
interim replacement, but he does not know who
that will be.
Eakin has served in several positions since

joining the University in 1964, and gained his
current post in May 1963.

The exhibit is a cooperative
effort, Zappitelli said.
"The graduate students in
the program have all worked

A native of New Castle, Pa., Eakin and his wife
Jo Ann have a son, Matthew, a University student,
and a daughter, Maridy, a senior at Bowling
Green High School.

When It's gotta be pizza It's got to be Ptzzff^*"
According to a BGSU preference survey, students prefer Pizza to hamburgers. According to
National Restaurant Association teats. Pizza is
the better nutritional value. The BG News survey
(5/85) rated Pisanello's Pizza the BEST in Bowling Green. Give us a chance to create a meal or a
snack for you.

BG News/Pete FeUnian
Stephanie Schwab, sophomore art education major, views a
sculpture created by Murray Morgan, graduate assistant at the
School of Art.

together to prepare the
show," she said. "The Graduate Student Senate was also
helpful in providing funds."
Dr. Patricia Mathew, assistant professor of art history
at Oberlin College, will select
pieces in the show which will
receive awards. Mathew has

written for various art magazines and is also known as an
art historian and critic.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m.4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
Admission is free.
There will be a reception
for Friday at 7:30 p.m.
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Higher prices
hit cafeterias

Vietnam photos displayed
by John Meola
staff reporter

by Jated O. Wadley
staff reporter

While walking through one of the cafeteria lines, you may
have noticed that some of the prices have increased.
Food Operations did not decide to raise the prices during the
vacation, but Jane Schimpf, director of Food Operations, said
the decision was made by the Board of Trustees after an
estimated budget was planned last February.
Schimpf said prices were raised to meet $175,000 in lost
interest income from last year.
Although Schimpf doesn't anticipate any more price increases, they will remain the same for the rest of the school
year. Some of the prices were raised five or 10 cents, she said.
Another reason why prices have increased is to help pay for
the employee benefits insurance packages. Schimpf said the
insurance plans also have gone up.
Schimpf has not received any complaints from students
directly, but she said that she has talked to several cashiers
who have received comments from students.
She said some of the students were surprised by the higher
prices, especially those of beverages.
"It is hard for people to extricate the cost that goes into food
operations," she said. "Factors including labor and other
expenses such as supplies and utilities are the only income
generated."
Schimpf said Food Operations didn't sell as many food
coupon Books as planned since many students buy coupon
books at reduced cost from other students.
Schimpf added that she is looking for ways to generate
savings In labor and supply.

The Vietnam War is remembered as a long, bloody war that
consumed the lives of thousands
of people who were about as old
as a typical university student.
Most photographs of the war
captured its violence and death,
but not those of photographer
David Hampshire, whose work
is on display at the gallery in
McFall Center until Jan. 23.
Hampshire, instead of concentrating on the fighting, photographed the day-to-day
activities in Saigon between 1970
and 1971.
"I took a camera everywhere
I went. The difficult part for me
was selecting what shots to use
(for the display)," Hampshire
said.
He said he wanted to do this
type of photo display for a long
tune.
"Some people encouraged me
(to put up the display). I didn't
want to make a political
statement, I wanted to show
people there's a different side to
Vietnam," Hampshire said.

Hampshire said he was afraid
that controversy would plague
the display.
"I was a little worried about
putting this display up due to
hostility. You can't believe how
people still feel about this (the
war)," he said.
Hampshire said that he did not
want to take pictures of the war.
However, many of his shots are
of military aircraft.
"I like airplanes," Hampshire
said. "I had to restrain myself
because I was afraid I'd get too
many."
Hampshire described a picture showing a child playing on
an amusement park ride in a
Saigon zoo.
"They had a little amusement
park inside the Saigon
Zoo,"Hampshire said. "It's like
the one at the Toledo Zoo."
He also described the time in
which the pictures were taken.
"It was a time of quiet, when
we were trying to turn over the
mechanism we had set up to the
Vietnamese."
He said he was surprised that
Saigon resembled a European or
American city instead of a back-

David Hampshire
ward, third-world hamlet filled
with poor, unkempt citizens.
Hampshire, who was a staff
sergeant in the Air Force, was a
photographer in Vietnam from
Nov. 7,1970 to Nov. 7,1971.

BG News/Pete Fellman

For the most part, Hampshire's duties were not adventurous, but mundane. He took
pictures for passports and shots
of automobile accidents. The
photos on display were taken in
his spare time.
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Housing fair scheduled
by MUM Amburgey
juff reporter
In making the transition from residence hall life
to living off-campus, students often are ignorant
■bout their rights and responsibilities as apartment dwellers, according to Jason Gray, chairman of the Student Consumer Union ana Student
Legal Services board chairman.
Gray said this is why students need to ask
questions of landlords and legal experts instead of
going through their off-campus life guessing.
The third annual Off-Campus Student Housing
Fair will give those students the opportunity to
talk to area landlords, city officials and legal
experts in an informal setting, he said.
the fair is scheduled for tonight in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union from 7 to 9 p.m.
Gray, a Junior political science major, said he
expects 10 to 20 landlords (most representing
major rental agencies) to participate in the fair.
A Student Legal Services attorney also will be
present to answer any questions student renters
nave, Gray said.
"We didn't have a lot of student's gripes last
semester," Gray said. "The majority of complaints come from questions over deposits being
withheld by the landlords."
He said the Student Consumer Union and SLS

encourage students to take concerns to their
landlords individually so they can try to work out
their problems on a one-to-one basis.
"A lot of students assume that their landlord
won't listen," Gray said. "But a lot of agencies
have really good reputations and will listen."
Gray said the City Housing Commission is
another alternative in settling disputes between
renters and landlords. He said the commission
handles matters like landlords overcrowding
houses or discriminating in their renting practices.
"There haven't been too many problems with
discrimination," Gray said.
Tonia Stewart, director of Off-Campus Housing,
said representatives from the city will be available to students for questions. She said representatives from the GTE phone company, the city
utilities office, the City Housing Commission, and
police and fire officials will attend the fair.
"As a student living off-campus, you'll be governed by city rulesi" Stewart said. "This will
provide students with the opportunity to interface
with landlords and representatives to learn more
about living off-campus."
Stc /art said up-to-date listings for spring and
summer term housing will be available at the fair,
or they can be obtained from her office in the
Student Services Building.

enforces draft sign-up
Out-of-state tuition, loss of financial aid threatened
by Kay Fisher
staff reporter

The registrar's office has
announced it will send letters
to male students who have not
yet registered with Selective
Service, explaining that they
had better register, or open
their wallets.
A state law which went into
effect Sept. 25,1986, requires
male students who are Ohio
residents to be registered
with the Selective Service.
Those who are not registered will be required to pay
out-of-state tuition at any
Ohio public college or university, regardless of where they
live.
Another threat that unregistered students face is the
loss of financial aid benefits.
This will include aid from the
Ohio Instructional Grant,

Ohio Academic Scholarship,
Ohio War Orphans Scholarship, and several other
sources of aid.
"We have just started to
mail letters to students on
campus," said Laura Waggoner, assistant registrar.
"We send a tape to the Selective Service and they match
their tape up with the registrar's. If they haven't received anything from the
same people that are on our
tape, tnen those students are
the ones who will be notified
by our letters," she said.
According to Duane Whitmire, acting registrar and
director of records, less than
two percent of male students
at the University have had to
be notified by the letter explaining the necessary requirements.
"TO SOME degree, the let-
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furnished apartment
$270/mo.
plus gas and electric
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All residents will be granted the
privilege of using the Cherrywood
Health Spa located on 8th and High St. §
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ters have helped. So far, we
have heard from about half of
the students we sent them
to," Whitmire said.
Other state colleges and
universities in Ohio have similar percentages of unregistered male students, and all
face the dangers of the penalties under the new law.
"By sending out the letters
to the students," Whitmire
said, "we hope to save students from having any of
these things happen to them."
To register, a student must
go to a U.S. Post Office and
complete the forms. In six to
eight weeks, a Selective Service number should be mailed
back to the applicant. If the
Selective Service number becomes lost by the applicant,
he can call Selective Service
Registrant Information toll
free at 1-800421-6388.
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Higher prices
hit cafeterias

Vietnam photos displayed
by John Meola
staff reporter

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

While walking through one of the cafeteria lines, you may
have noticed that some of the prices have increased.
Food Operations did not decide to raise the prices during the
vacation, but Jane Schimpf, director of Food Operations, said
the decision was made by the Board of Trustees after an
estimated budget was planned last February.
Schimpf said prices were raised to meet $175,000 in lost
interest income from last year.
Although Schimpf doesn't anticipate any more price increases, they will remain the same for the rest of the school
year. Some of the prices were raised five or 10 cents, she said.
Another reason why prices have increased is to help pay for
the employee benefits insurance packages. Schimpf said the
insurance plans also have gone up.
Schimpf has not received any complaints from students
directly, but she said that she has talked to several cashiers
who have received comments from students.
She said some of the students were surprised by the higher
prices, especially those of beverages.
"It is hard for people to extricate the cost that goes into food
operations," she said. "Factors including labor and other
expenses such as supplies and utilities are the only income
generated."
Schimpf said Food Operations didn't sell as many food
coupon books as planned since many students buy coupon
books at reduced cost from other students.
Schimpf added that she is looking for ways to generate
savings in labor and supply.

The Vietnam War is remembered as a long, bloody war that
consumed the lives of thousands
of people who were about as old
as a typical university student.
Most photographs of the war
captured its violence and death,
but not those of photographer
David Hampshire, whose work
is on display at the gallery in
McFall Center until Jan. 23.
Hampshire, instead of concentrating on the fighting, photographed the day-to-day
activities in Saigon between 1970
and 1971.
"I took a camera everywhere
I went. The difficult part for me
was selecting what shots to use
(for the display)," Hampshire
said.
He said he wanted to do this
type of photo display for a long
tune.
"Some people encouraged me
(to put up the display). I didn't
want to make a political
statement, I wanted to show
people there's a different side to
Vietnam," Hampshire said.

Hampshire said he was afraid
that controversy would plague
the display.
"I was a little worried about
Cutting this display up due to
Dstility. You can't believe how
people still feel about this (the
war)," he said.
Hampshire said that he did not
want to take pictures of the war.
However, many of his shots are
of military aircraft.
"I like airplanes," Hampshire
said. "I had to restrain myself
because I was afraid I'd get too
many."
Hampshire described a picture showing a child playing on
an amusement park ride in a
Saigon zoo.
"They had a little amusement
park inside the Saigon
Zoo, "Hampshire said. "It's like
the one at the Toledo Zoo."
He also described the time in
which the pictures were taken.
"It was a time of quiet, when
we were trying to turn over the
mechanism we had set up to the
Vietnamese."
He said he was surprised that
Saigon resembled a European or
American city instead of a back-

BG News/'Pete Fellman

David Hampshire
ward, third-world hamlet filled
with poor, unkempt citizens.
Hampshire, who was a staff
sergeant in the Air Force, was a
Rhotographer in Vietnam from
ov. 7,1970 to Nov. 7,1971.

For the most part, Hampshire's duties were not adventurous, but mundane. He took
pictures for passpcts and shots
of automobile accidents. The
photos on display were taken in
his spare time.
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Housing fair scheduled
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

In making the transition from residence hall life
to living off-campus, students often are ignorant
about their rights and responsibilities as apartment dwellers, according to Jason Gray chairman of the Student Consumer Union and Student
Legal Services board chairman.
Gray said this is why students need to ask
questions of landlords and legal experts instead of
going through their off-campus life guessing.
The third annual Off-Campus Student Housing
Fair will give those students the opportunity to
talk to area landlords, city officials and legal
•xperts in aa informal setting, he said.
The fair is scheduled for tonight in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union from 7 to 9 p.m.
Gray, a junior political science major, said he
expects 10 to 20 landlords (most representing
major rental agencies) to participate in the fair.
A Student Legal Services attorney also will be
present to answer any questions student renters
nave, Gray said.
"We didn't have a lot of student's gripes last
semester." Gray said. "The majority of complaints come from questions over deposits being
withheld by the landlords."
He said the Student Consumer Union and SLS

I
I

I

encourage students to take concerns to their
landlords individually so they can try to work out
their problems on a one-to-one basis.
"A lot of students assume that their landlord
won't listen," Gray said. "But a lot of agencies
have really good reputations and will listen."
Gray saitf the City Housing Commission is
another alternative in settling disputes between
renters and landlords. He said the commission
handles matters like landlords overcrowding
houses or discriminating in their renting practices.
"There haven't been too many problems with
discrimination," Gray said.
Tonia Stewart, director of Off-Campus Housing,
said representatives from the city will be available to students for questions. She said representatives from the GTE phone company, the city
utilities office, the City Housing Commission, and
police and fire officials will attend the fair.
"As a student living off-campus, you'll be governed by city rules," Stewart said. "This will
provide students with the opportunity to interface
with landlords and representatives to learn more
about living off-campus."
Stewart said up-to-date listings for spring and
summer term housing will be available at the fair,
or they can be obtained from her office in the
Student Services Building.

8
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Out-of-state tuition, loss of financial aid threatened
by Kay Fisher
staff reporter

The registrar's office has
announced it will send letters
to male students who have not
yet registered with Selective
Service, explaining that they
had better register, or open
their wallets.
A state law which went into
effect Sept. 25,1986, requires
male students who are Ohio
residents to be registered
with the Selective Service.
Those who are not registered will be required to pay
out-of-state tuition at any
Ohio public college or university, regardless of where they
live.
Another threat that unregistered students face is the
loss of financial aid benefits.
This will include aid from the
Ohio Instructional Grant,

Ohio Academic Scholarship,
Ohio War Orphans Scholarship, and several other
sources of aid.
"We have lust started to
mail letters to students on
campus," said Laura Waggoner, assistant registrar.
"We send a tape to the Selective Service and they match
their tape up with the registrar's. If they haven't received anvthing from the
same people that are on our
tape, then those students are
the ones who will be notified
by our letters," she said.
According to Duane Whitmire, acting registrar and
director of records, less than
two percent of male students
at the University have had to
be notified by the letter explaining the necessary requirements.
"TO SOME degree, the let-

Housing Openings
•••Available Immediately —

ters have helped. So far, we
have heard from about half of
the students we sent them
to," Whitmire said.
Other state colleges and
universities in Ohio have similar percentages of unregistered male students, and all
face the dangers of the penalties under the new law.
"By sending out the letters
to the students," Whitmire
said, "we hope to save students from having any of
these things happen to them."
To register, a student must
go to a U.S. Post Office and
complete the forms. In six to
eight weeks, a Selective Service number should be mailed
back to the applicant. If the
Selective Service number becomes lost by the applicant,
he can call Selective Service
Registrant Information toll
free at 1-800-621-5388.
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Icosahedron creator dies Takeover bid rejected
from staff, wire reports

GRAND RAPIDS - Dominick Labino, an acclaimed
glass artist whose works are
shown in more than 100 museums, universities and public and private collections,
died Saturday in his Grand
Rapids home. He was 76.
Several of his glass sculptures are located on the University campus, most notably
the Icosahedron which decorates the foyer of the Mathematical Sciences Building.
Labino earned national
honors for using industrial

glass as a medium for his
artworks and for his research
on glass composition, processing, fiberglass-forming
machines and glass paper.
He began his professional
career at the Owens-Illinois
container manufacturing
plant in his native Clairton,
Pa., before moving to Toledo
and working for 30 years for
Johns-Mansville Fiber Co. He
retired as vice president and
director of research development in 1965, but served as
a research consultant until
1975.
Labino held 60

oriented patents in the United
States, and hundreds more in
other countries.
His work in glass-fiber insulation was instrumental in the
development of the Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo spacecraft, and also played a significant part in the
construction of the space
shuttle Columbia.
He is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth, and two daughters.
The funeral will be tomorrow at St. Patrick's Roman
Catholic Church in Grand
Rapids.

TOLEDO (AP) - Owens-Illinois Inc. said yesterday it had rejected a $3.34 billion takeover bid
by the private investment firm Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co. and would expand its own restructuring program.
Owens-Illinois' board said it would repurchase
up to 20 million, or 33 percent, of its common
shares outstanding and divest its forest-products
unit and other assets. The board also said it will
recommend incentives to increase management's
equity in the company.
Owens-Illinois said the assets scheduled for
divestiture have a current market value of more
than $1 billion, and said the divestitures would
help finance the stock buyback.
The $55-a-share acquisition proposal made by
Kohlberg Kravis on Dec. 11 was ''not in the best
interests of the company and its stockholders,"
Owens-Illinois said.
The company said the offer's rejection was
based on Owens-Illinois' belief that stockholders
could earn greater long-term values through the
company's newly proposed restructuring steps.
Tom Daley, spokesman for KKR, was not in his
office and coula not be reached for comment.
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Cornelius Thornton, an analyst at First Boston
Corp. in New York, said it appeared Owens-Illinois "is doing a mini-leveraged buyout of themselves. It is apparent to me the financial integrity
of the company will still be intact. Near-term, the
stock will be weak. Long-term, the stock should
come back."
With the exception of its forest-products group,
Owens-Illinois did not identify the assets targeted
for divestiture. However, it said the plan did not
call for cutbacks in its nursing home business.
"Rather, the board strongly confirmed its commitment to the expansion of the company's nursing home business from 16,000 to 50,000 beds," it
said.

Enjoy Good Living in '87 with
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

rr/odifiea Coa/et rfecn

835 High St. — Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
onO-4 30

St»L
Phone

ww

352-9378

Monday — Friday

Housing Openings for Fall 1987

25%flO%
OFF
•:•:
manu colon

"THIS IS a very profound development," said
analyst Arthur Stupay of Prescott Ball & Turben
in Cleveland. "They are sayingto the world that,
'We can do everything they (KKR) can do. What
they would not do is enhance the company.'
"It seems to be they could start a precedent."
Stupay said. "It has Implications for unfriendly
takeovers. The way around it is to do what the
predators are doing - leverage the assets to the
maximum and repurchase shares."

Features of Apts:

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT — 8th ft HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
SMAiL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

2 bedroom — carpeted & furnished
Gas heat — gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots ol closet space
1 V, bath

Special Features

SMXXJ

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool

• Sun lamps

• Shower Massage

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Metos Sauno

• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Une l^owder / uff
Open DueiJau niqkl lit 9.00

525 Rdf. Si.

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

A

1

113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)
352-8130

MON-SHT10-6 SUNOAV12-5

'Winter Clearance Sale
SAVE 40% and mor?
on ALL Winter Merchandise
40% Off All*'Jewelry

m
Science Group III. Course does not carry laboratory credit.
» No prerequisites No prior science courses required.
• Watch the programs in the comfort of your own home
or at your choice of times in the library.
Only 8 class meetings on the campus.
• Class sessions taught by
Cynthia Groat, a popular
member of the biology faculty.
Her specialty is marine biology.

Classes:
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
112 Life Science Bldg.
Program Broadcasts:
Tuesday & Thursday, 6 p.m. or
repeats on Saturday, 4 p.m.
Also available at BGSU library.

For more information,
call Continuing Education 372-8181.

9JR VALENTINE'S
Falcons

Support

fe

Breakfast Specials Daily
From»1.99-*2.99
Every Wed. & Fri. All The
Perch, Fries & Slaw you Care
To Eat
Only '3.49
Every Thurs. & Sat. All The
Chicken, Fries & Slaw You Care
To Eat
Only '3.49
Special Sand & Soup Daily

•2.99

"Super Deal"
16 PCS Chicken or 32 PCS Perch
'4 Home Made Bisquits
1 pt. Slaw & Fries For Four
'9.99

Phone Ahead For Carryout
352-7333
Hours 6AM-10PM
1450 Wooster Rd
Studpnt

Discount
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Two guilty in assault
TOLEDO (AP) - One of four
people charged in the beating
and sexual assault of a Toledo
man pleaded guilty yesterday.
Carmen Williams, 20, of Toledo, pleaded guilty in Lucas
County Common Pleas Court to
a charge of felonious sexual
penetration. A charge of felonious assault will be dropped, said
James Yavorcik, assistant prosecutor.
Timothy Lucas, 20, pleaded
guilty Friday to a charge of
felonious assault in the Sept. 3
incident in City Park in which
the 26-year-old victim was se-

Fitzwater
succeeds
Speakes

saw the victim wandering partially clothed in the park, and all
but Nesbitt Carter hit and
kicked him until he was
unconscious.

verely beaten and sexually assaulted with a tree limb.
The case sparked a wave of
protest when a witness said he
saw two police officers, at least
one of whom was white, beating
a black man.
An investigation found no police involvement. The victim
and the four people charged in
the case are black.
Awaiting trial in the case are
Ira Carter, 23, charged with
felonious assault and felonious
sexual penetration, and his half
brother, Nesbitt Carter, 22,
charged with felonious assault.
Lucas said in court the four

THEY RETURNED later and
the three beat him again, Lucas
said.
Williams said that during the
second beating, she picked up
the tree limb to assault the man,
but Ira Carter snatched it from
her hand and pushed it into the
man's rectum.
Williams and Lucas, who
agreed to testify against the
others, will be sentenced Jan. 30.

|Be an exchange student!

WASHINGTON (AP) - Martin
Fitzwater, the press secretary
to Vice President George Bush,
was named yesterday as the
chief spokesman for President
Reagan, succeeding Larry
Speakes.

PI22A

BROTHERS, inc.
ONE SMALL F0LD0VER AT REGULAR PRICE,
GET 2 CANS Of PEPSI FREE Wf COUPON

836 S. MAIN

FREE DELIVERY

■ lexpires 2/12/8711

"I think it's obvious the president wanted an anchor-man
type," joked the balding, stocky
Fitzwater. Speakes called Fitzwater "the ideal choice for the
job."

THE PHOENIX PALACE
$

1 OFF

He will take over the J77,400-ayear job on Feb. 2, when
Speakes leaves the White House
after six years to become a
senior communications adviser
at Merrill Lynch.
The 44-year-old Fitzwater has
served in a wide variety of government public affairs posts.
From August 1983 until April
1985, when he moved to Bush's
office, Fitzwater was a White
House deputy press secretary
under Speakes.

352-8408

each order
of *6.00 or more
Hours: Mon-Thurs 11am-9pm
Fri & Sat 11am-10pm
otter good .'or
Sun noon-8pm
FREE
eat In. carry out
DELIVERY
or delivery
354-2277
183 S. Main
BOWLING GREEN

Go Krogering
Prices ond Items Effective
at Bowling Green Kroger
Store Only! Jan. 12 thru
Jon 18,1987!

BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS!

'■'uu'i-.m1

FOR YOUR CONVENIEMCE OPtt 24 HOURS OPW
9 AJL SUNDAY TMtU SATURDAY MIDNIGHT

Chunk Light(lnOilorWoter)6h oz Con

Kroger Regular 100% Whole or 16-oz Loot

KROGER TUNA

CRACKED WHEAT BREAD

III Oil Cll IT HEHUVtlCE. HT Mf CU Fill!
UIIIT ME CM rtflJt:
One coupon pfeujlonw* Vol.! Jan 12 thru Mn 18.198? SuOrKIK
Disable Kote and loco) low

NT MI IMF IT IEMUI HUM, HT M IMF MB
LI«IT ME FIEE LHf PUllE
One coupon pur mi wtw Volid ton 12 rl
pi-cab)* note and l«

IB 1967 Subftciroap

In the Kroger Deli! -4-ct. Package

Regular or Beef - One Pound Packoge

SUB BUNS

Oscar Mayer Bologna

LiWTMIFIEEHI.FUJM!

m m wwm, mm

HT HE HI. IT MMLU HICf, IT MK HI. 1IEE!

HT MC rUUIE IT IEMUI HUE,

In the Kroger Garden! - 32-oz. Packoge

Reno — 5-oz. Packoge

Movie
Time Popcorn
HT HE HI IT IEMLW HICE. KT ME HI. FII.E!

PEPPER0NI
PIZZA
HT MI rICUM IT MMLU HlCf.

UIITHSFMEHI.MUSE!

In the Kroger Garden - Quart Jor

Tropicana
Orange Juice
MI m M*T IT Ml mm, tlftm MMT rani
UKITMEFlEEHUTrUllE:

UTMErMUIf.HEE:

Disposable-5-ct. Pockage

BIC RAZORS

NT Ml Mi« mum HUM, MT M Hi nil!
LWTMtFIHHI.niiH:

'UNLIMITED MINUFICTURERS'

DOUBLE COUPONS
Your Choice

Video Movie Rental

Uml MC mVt IT UMUI MUCf, tfT Ml HtTtC ttimFMI.
UMTMinKlMWItMWTiiWiAtC
AOVIftTiyOiTFMPOlK:* l«'>ott--^o*»".M->.'»^»c*»'*»<"»«Hoh»-Md
»•«> lo < 1*1 i»_'o'OH <**.*** i**«l»*"" -»— iio»»»-rOKrOu'<*»<»o<ai.o'-*«o>oB,*'l

•»Wev'<"oMH*i»-^'*»d''"^»''»otf*««.Mdp<<»"<<^M<»r» CW. or*
_ _.*(■«- . '; yt,A-;t.T. ^„^T-.MlstHvtC) -XXSOlDTOPiALtRS

•REDEEM AS MANY OF YOUR MANUFACTURERS' COUPONS FOR
DOUBLE THEIR VALUE IAN 12 THRU JAN 18 1967* Thn wmk your
Mcjrwtacturtn'"GjrNi OH 'coupc*ttc»>*oTt*clouMotiOogM UnvtI coupon
'c«on.pof-eo*af iMm L<"ii I CQHM coupon No* loinc.ijc»c«ojo-rtt» coupon*
O^I>miWd>oMonutocrur*a couocmiotW volute* kni UxpafiovnW'
■■lltwrvdMmKloilcxcvolu* YcHjmuilpL'chaMpraclucniriiiwiipactiMd
onrtwcoupon TMoh>«c*^i«onJv.oManuroct\*»c» "C»r>nOH"couponi
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SPRING 1987
Center Hours

Pool Hours
Cooper

7am-midnighl
7anfl0pm
9am-10pm
9am-midnight

Mon-Thui
Fit
Sat
Sun

Mon-Thurs
Fri
Sat

Andrews

Sun
Mon-Sun

7am-2pm.5-10pm
7am-2pm,5-9pm
9am-9pm
Noon-lOpm
l-8pm

Family Plan
Mon-Thur
Fri

7-17

Sat

Sun
Mon-Fri

Under 7

Sat-Sun

4

I if*

3-8pm

3-10pm
9am-10pm
9am-mid night

Mon-Fri
Sat
Sat
Sun

(In-Season

7-9am,ll:30-lpm
(9am-6pm) S3
6-lOpm (Family Night)
$3 anytime

3-8pm'

l-8pnT

"Andrews Pool Only

I

-J

o

I

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!
Fit-For-All-Aerobics
Level

Days

Times

Location

I.

Mon.-Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Saturday
Mon.-Thurs.

12-lp.m.
4:305:30p.m.
6-7p.m.
7:30*30p.m.
5:1W:15
5:15-6:15
5:15*15

Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Archery/Golf Room

Tue. & Thurs.

66:45p.m.

Combatives Dance

Mon.&Wed.

6-6:45p.m.

Combatives Dance

Mon..Wed. &
Thurs.
Tue. & Thurs.

12:10-12:40p.m

Combatives Dance

7:30*15a.m.

Andrews Pool

Mon.-Thurs.

7-9p.m.

Mezzanine Level

Green
"GO FOR IT'
25-30 min. aerobics

||
Yellow
"EXERCISE WITH CAUTION"
20 min. aerobics
III.
Red
"NON-SHOCK AEROBICS
20 min. aerobics
30 minute
Workout
Water Aerobics
Weight Room
Awareness

Health Risk Appraisal
Fitness Assessment
which includes:
Treadmill Test
Body Composition Analysis
Health Risk Apprasial
Blood Pressure
Blood Lipid Profile
(additional option)

Time
MWFNoon-lp.m.
Monday 7:15-9p.m.
T-W4-6p.m.

MUST HAVE SRC MEMBERSHIP BEFORE REGISTERING
Saturdays, January 31-May 2 (No classes Saturdays, Feb. 28, March 7,21,28)

CLASS SIZE
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
10

TIME
LEVEL
9-9:30a.m.
Waterbabies
9:4O-10:00a.m.
Goldfish
10:2OlU:50a.m.
Pre-Beginners
ll:15-Noon
Beginners (Under 6)
9:15-l(W0a.m.
Beginners (over 6)
9:15-l(h00a.m.
Advanced Beginners
9:15-l(H)0a.m.
Intermediates
10:20-ll:15a.m.
Swimmers
'Basic Rescue*
Iftl5-ll:15ut
Water Safety
10:20-11:15a.m.
Springboard Diving
10
7-8p.ro.
Adults (2 5-4 23)
20
No Program
Thurs. Evenings
'Must be at least 11 years of age and fulfill prerequisite requirements.

Schedule in
Main
Office

Schedule in
Main Office

February 23

February 26,27

March 3

$18.00

Student Programing- Board

March
9,10,11,12
March 17

Wednesday, Jan. 14 at 7:00 p.m.

All students interested in employment at the
SRC should take note of the following dates:
Applications avalible at
Student Recreation Center
at 7:00 a.m. (300 applications avalible).
Screening of applications
at SRC by staff and student
employee board.
All applicants must return
to the Student Recreation
Center (no calls please)
-those selected will sign
up for an interview time
on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and
12th of March.
Interviews held at SRC.
Names of 1987-88 (beginning
Fall '87) Employees will be
posted at the SRC and Student
Employment.

Take part in the planning and implementation
of special events, publicity, and health/
fitness programming at the Student Rec. Center.
Come to the first meeting

Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
3/5,26

1987-88 Employee Section

$2.00
Students $10.00
Pre/Post $15.00
Fac. Staff $20.00
Pre/Post $30.00
LIFT $40.00
Pre/Post $60.00

LOCATION
Andrews Pool
Andrews Pool
Andrews Pool
Andrews Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool

Sign-ups begin Mori., January 26

CM
$3.00

m

Learn-To-Swim Program

Project FITWELL
Program
Body Composition Analysis

>
<

For More Information Call

SRC Conference Room

372-2711

Be a part of it!
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Cagers win grudge
match with Toledo
by Ron Fritz
editor

Woody Hayes, the former Ohio
State football coach, once said
that "nothing cleanses your soul
like getting the hell kicked out of
you.
Following an embarassing 9552 loss to Eastern Michigan last
Wednesday, Bowling Green's
cagers had their souls washed
and polished entering Saturday's Mid-American Conference
contest.

More basketball, p. 12
The Falcons responded with
an impressive 79-70 victory over
the University of Toledo at Anderson Arena, their fifth
straight win at home.
"After an emotional loss to
Eastern Michigan, the guys felt
somewhat embarrassed, said
first-year BG coach Jim Larranaga. "Today, they were physi

Davey's boards
spark Falcons
by Ron Fritz
editor

Avon Davey has toiled on
Bowling Green's bench for
most of the past four years.
But Saturday, the 6-foot-9
center came off the bench to
help lead the.
Falcons to a
79-70 win
over Toledo
at Anderson I
Arena.
"If Coach I
Larranaga
wants me to
come off the [
bench, then ._D,v
that's what
'>
I'll do," Davey said. "It's
been a long time. It feels
great to be a part of the team
and be contributing."

Against the Rockets, he
scored 10 points, all in the
second hall, to keep the Falcons in the game when leading scorers Anthony Robinson
and Frank Booker went to the
bench with foul trouble.
Davey grabbed four offensive rebounds and put three of
them back in the bucket. He
also scored on a jump hook.
His play prompted the 3,512 in
attendance to give the fifthyear senior a standing
ovation.
The ovation brought back
memories of fan favorite
Freddie Bryant, a 6-11 center,
who didn't play much until his
senior year.
"That felt great," Davey
said. "I remember Freddie
and how the fans got behind
him."
Toledo coach Bobby NichD See Davey, page 10.

cally, mentally and emotionally
ready to play. *
Rockets' coach Bobby Nichols
Save all credit to the Falcons for
le win.
"Bowling Green played a very
good game," Nichols said.
"They obviously out-played us
in most areas of the game. Give
them credit."
The Falcons had six players in
double figures and hail their two
leading scorers on the bench
when they made their biggest
runatUT.
BG held a slim 54-52 advantage with 9:34 remaining in the
second half, but Frank Booker
and Anthony Robinson were
both saddled to the Falcons'
bench with four fouls.
However, an alley-oop pass
from junior James Tyler to
sophomore Lamon Pippin resulted in a thundering slam dunk
and foul. Pippin added the charity toss to put BG up 57-52.
"The crowd loves to see the
dunk and I love to do it," Pippin
said. "They were playing an
agressive defense which left the
backdoor open."
The Falcons and Rockets battled back-and-forth, but BG
didn't allow its advantage to get
within three points the rest of
the way.
Robinson re-entered the game
at 5:39 and made his presence
felt. With 4:30 left, the 6-foot-5
guard hit a short baseline shot to
8ive the Falcons a 65-60 lead. At
le 3:46 mark, the junior drove
baseline for a layup to help BG
maintain its five-point margin.
Pippin added two more slams
down the stretch as the Falcons
increased its lead to 10 points
with :44 left.
3 See Cagers, page 14.

BG News/fete hellman
Bowling Green's Anthony Robinson (32) drives effortlessly to the basket as two Toledo defenders watch,
helplessly. The Falcons rocked the Rockets 79-70 in Anderson Arena Saturday.

leers' win streak continues with sweep of Miami

Frustration got the best of some players during Friday's MiamiBowling Green game. With the score 5-3, this melee broke out. earning

Hoke packs for
San Diego State
by Karl Smith
sports editor

The San Diego State University athletic department announced
today the signing of Jon Hoke, a Bowling Green defensive coach, as
assistant football coach.
Hoke, who could not be reached for comment, joined the Falcon
staff in 1983 and was in charge of the defensive backfield in addition
to recruiting the Dayton and Cincinnati areas. With the Aztecs, Hoke
will handle the defensive line and supervise the special teams.
Joining the SDSU staff. Hoke is reunited with ex-Falcon head
coach Denny Stolz with whom he worked with for four years. Stolz
left BG to take the head coaching job at SDSU days before the 1985
California Bowl.
Hoke will also see familiar faces in Ed Schmidt and Tim McConnell, who were also assistants under Stolz at BG.
Stolz said the interest in the two open Aztec coaching spots was
heavy.
"The caliber of applicants we had for those two positions were
outstanding." he said. "That tells you something about the qualifications of John (Hoke) and Mike (Nelson). Each has excellent
background in major college coaching and recruiting.
"We're excited to have them aboard."

. BG News/Pete Fellman
three players a disqualification. The Falcons ended up with a sweep. 83. 12-3 in the Ice Arena, extending their winning streak to 10 games.

by Matt Winkeljohn
assistant sports editor

More hockey, p. 10, p.l 1

When asked what he would
write if he had a hand in the
story describing last weekend's
hockey series between Bowling
Green and his team, Miami head
coach Bill Davidge had a few
interesting comments.
"Crushed. Juuuuust crushed.
Embarrassed. Beaten badly.
Flattened by the Falcons."
That about tells the story. It
would be senseless to bother
describing much of the actual
play-by-play. It would take far
more space than available here
and would grow boring after
about about the 100th goal Actually, there were just 26 goals
scored over the weekend.
BG scored 20.
Paul Ysebaert began Saturday's 12-3 slaughtering when he
carried the puck right to left
across the ice and left the puck
at the top of the left circle.
Defenseman Brian McKee was
waiting and rifled a slapshot
past the sitck side of Redskin
freshman goalie Steve McKichan 3:01 into the contest.
A Tom Neziol power-play goal
with 11:34 in the period gave
Miami at tie it should have savored.
Just 1:27 later, a Don Barber
power-play goal, the first of his ■
three goals, opened the gates.
The score after one period was 41.
In the middle of the second
period, a 5-1 scalping of the

Redskins, Davidge changed his
goaltender. The second-year
mentor said he was ready to try
anything.
"You do anything as a coach
to get you players motivated. If I
could have, I would have put
another team out there, but I
couldn't. I didn't have another
team."
Coach, this might be a strange
Suestion, but what are Bowling
reen's weaknesses? And was u
possible that your team was a
little overconfident after beating
Michigan State last weekend?
"No, overconfidence was not a
problem. We just got our rear
ends kicked by the a good
hockey team, probably the best
team in the league. No, make
that the best team in the league.
You can underline that," Davidge said. "I don't know. We
didn't penetrate enough. I have
know idea what there weaknesses are. We didn't test them
enough to see any weaknesses."
Well, before people begin
making comparisons between
this team and the the PhiladelEhia Flyers, it should be rememered Miami was in eighth place
before last weekend's debacle.
Nonetheless, the Falcons
moved the puck as well over the
weekend as they have all year.
The goaltending and defense
was solid, Paul Connell stopping
See leers, page 15.

Women rout rival Rockets, 85-54
by Jeff McSherry
assistant sports editor

Whenever arch-rivals
Bowling Green and Toledo
meet in an athletic contest,
players from both schools
dream of making the big
play or
having the
game of
their life.
Last
Saturday
afternoon
in Anderson Arena
the BG
women s
iotycka
basketball
team demolished UT 8554JSurely someone must have
had a 30 or even a 20-point
performance for the Falcons.
But it was not to be.
Such a feat was an impossibility. None of BG women

More coverage, p. 12
were on the court long enough
to compile any awesome
stats.
The Falcons senior guard
Dawn Brown and sophomore
forward Jackie Motycka
played the most (22 out of 40
possible minutes), but that's
still little more than a half.
"When you play a big game
like this, the more people you
get involved the better the
win is," BG head coach Fran
VoU said.
Involved may be too light a
word. It didn't matter who
was on the court for the 12-2
Falcons (4-0 in the Mid-American Conference).
"Depth is one of the things
we've improved on in recent
weeks," Voll said. "The big

gest factor in our success this
year might be that we have
afew more people who can
come off the Dench."
WHEN VOLL goes to his
bench, it's not necessarily a
step down. Case in point: this
weekend's game.
BG dominated from start to
finish, never trailing in the
contest. After controlling the
opening tipoff, it was all
downhill for the Rockets.
With the score tied at four
just moments into the game,
BG ran off eight straight
points and were on their way
to a route. By halftime the
Falcons were up 43-25.
"Our defense immediately
took them out of their inside
game which is the strong part
of their team," Voll said ''We
put some pressure on their
outside people and even when
they did get the ball inside,

we played good defense.
"We just didn't do too many
things wrong against Toledo."
The second half was even
worse for the Rockets who
shot a measly 31 percent for
the game. The Falcons, on the
other hand, connected on 53
percent of their field goal
attempts.
Leading the BG attack was
Motycka with 17 points which
tied her for the game-high
with UT's Dee Hayes. Senior
forward Stephanie Coe also
chipped in 12 points for the
Falcons while teammate
Dawn Eastman led the squad
with seven rebounds.
FALCON NOTES: At halftime, senior Stephanie Coe
was honored for scoring her
1,000th point over break. Saturday, BG they host Kent
State in a MAC game.
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Davey
D Continued from page 9.
ola didn't overlook Davey's contribution in the game.
"I know he had at least three
offensive rebounds that he put
back in the hoop," the veteran
Rockets' mentor said. "That's a
nice effort."
BG COACH Jim Larranaga
said Davey played with a lot of
heart coming off the bench.
"I thought we had an extremely strong effort from our
substitutes," the first-year Falcon coach said. "Avon played an
inspirational game."
But Davey's effort Saturday

r--

wasn't all that surprising.
Against Eastern Michigan last
Wednesday, he had career-highs
with 11 points, five rebounds and
two blocked shots.
Coming into the season, Davey had played in a total of 13
games for BG, Last season, be
was red-shirted after suffering a
dislocated ankle in pre-season
practice. He had scored just five

MARK'S

Large 2 Item Pizza
•5.95
•4.95

the bench is my role and I've
learned to accept that.

"I want to come in and do what I have
to do. If I start, I'll do the same thing. I
just want to play."
Avon Davey

DELIVERED
In-House

Cal^M-ttSHor Bc^ino^een^uality Pizzc

1
I
I

"The coach told me he wants
me to come in and play hardnosed defense," he said. "Also
to rebound and block some
shots."

points prior to this season.
The Plainfield, N.J. native
realizes his contribution off the
bench could be a key for the
Falcons the rest of the season.
'"My career has been up-anddown, Davey said. "This year I
came back and didn't have a
quick start. Now, I just take it
one day at a tune and it gets
better day-by-day. Coming off

HE SAD) he wants to play
inspired ball the rest of the season.
"I have confidence in myself," Davey said. "I want to
come in and do what I have to
do. If I start, I'll do the same
thing. I just want to play."

HAIR REPAIR
PERM
SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
SPECIAL
$6

no
shampoo

$<

25 on

short
hair

(regular $10)

Coupon must be presented (fffig})
352-2566

Yellnw Hom b hlnd Taco M

*

tf^SONS TO SE£
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RA Positions Available for
Fall 1987
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Blue-liner Pratt
enjoys quiet role
by Matt vVlnkelJohn
assistant spoils editor

Tens of millions of Americans
were perched anxiously before
their television sets. Thousands
of people from around the world
were packed into the arena withtheir mouths
hanging open.
ABC announcer
Al Micheals was
ranting and raving about miracles.
And Tom
Pratt was
smack in the
middle of it all.
Now a de- Pntt
fenseman for the Bowling Green
hockey team, then a member of
the Lake Placid Ice Arena maintenence crew, Pratt was on the
ice following team USA's 4-3
victory over the USSR in the
1960 Olympic games.
"I was caught up in it, but I
don't think, no, I know for a fact,
I didn't realize the magnitude of
the game. I didn't realize how
large an event it was until they
had been on the covers of so
many magazines the next few
weeks," Pratt said. "I realized
it was big because I had played
hockey for years, but I didn't
understand the world-wide im-

plications.
"I ran on the ice to protect the
nets in case people jumped overboard to try and cut them (for
souvenirs). And I grabbed some
sticks. My brother has them. I
think he has Dave Christoffs."
Pratt began playing hockey at
age five. He followed a brother
who played hockey and a father
who coached the sport. The senior icer was able to secure bis
job at the Olympic games
through his father who was Director of Sports for the Lake
Placid Olympic Organizing
Committee.
Despite playing the sport for
much of his life, Pratt's name is
not one frequently found in headlines. The Lake Placid native,
like everyone on the Falcon
team, has a role.
"I'm not a threat to score
when I'm on the ice, but I can
definitely hold my own defensively. I like to think of myself
as a player they can put out
there who won't make the big
mistake," Pratt said. "Of
course, that's going to happen
sometimes, but I want to be the
guy they rely on not to do anything flashy because we've got
plenty of people on this team to
score goals."
See Pratt, page 15.

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
400 E. Napoleon

Ph. 352-9135
VJcVc

•
•
•
•
•

MRMisniaiseMS
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MINI
. .mxAToe «v«uau ** n* WHWIMO st MOM

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Furnished & Unfurnished
Air Conditioning
Heat Included
Water & Sewage Included

•
•
•
•
•

Reasonable Rates
Laundry Facilities
Pools
Full-Time Maintenance
Transportation to Campus

toBMOh*»>MMISm«l,Jnin]»
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INTO OPPORTUN

ES

SEE US TONIGHT AT THE HOUSING FAIR
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 7-9 P.M.

140 N. Main. B.G.

♦ OFF CAMPUS •
HOUSING FAIR
TUESDAY JANUARY 13
UNIVERSITY GRAND BALLROOM

Ph. 352-6567

>'S PIZZA DELIVERS

DOUBLES.

TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.

THERE WILL BE REPRESENTATIVES FROM
•
•
•
•

s«

VARIOUS APARTMENT COMPLEXES
RENTAL UNITS
THE OFFICE OF OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
A VARIETY OF STUDENT SERVICES
AND MUCH MORE

DOUBLES

START PLANNING
NOW
FOR NEXT YEAR
Sponsored By
Office of Off Compus Housing, Off Campus Student Center, COCO,
Student Consumer Union, and Student Legal Services

Two 10" cheese pizzas only '5.15.
Additional loppings 95-

Two 12" cheese pizzas only "6 95
Additional toppings M 40
Two 14" cheese pizzas only *9 25
Additional toppings •! .76.

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
Onions. Green Peppers, Pepperoni,
Ham. Beet. Sausage. Bacon.
Mushrooms. Black OHves. Hot Peppers.
Double Cheese. Extra Thick Crust
Extra Sauce Free
Yes, we can do single orders

Call now and get two
pizzas lor a special price.
Domino's Pizza Doubles
We custom-make each
pizza with top quality
ingredients, so you can
order different toppings
on each il you like Your
Domino's Pizza Doubles
will be delivered tree,
hot and delicious, in less
than 30 minutes
Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery area.

352-1539
1018 E Wooeter
Hours:
11 am- 2am Sun-Wed.
11 am-3am Thurs -Sat

i»6 Domino's Piua. inc

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
DOUBLES.
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BG icers pile up wins, big numbers over break
by Matt Winkeljohn
assistant sports editor

So, you didn'tget everything
you wanted for Christmas, huh?
No doubt many people were not
entirely satisfied with their holidays. The Bowling Green
hockey team, as a unit, is probablynot to be found on that list.
The Falcons won all six of
their games over the break.
Included were wins over Colgate
and BIT in the Syracuse Invitational Tournament, and twin
wins over Lake Superior State
and Miami.
Coach Jerry York's squad has
now won 10 consecutive games.
The icers played in the Syracuse tournament just two days
after Christinas. After practicing only once the previous 10
days, the Falcons captured the
championship with a pair of 4-3
wins.
Don Barber's two goals and 51

saves by Gary Kruzich led the
Falcons on Friday night against
Colgate. BG had 54 shots on the
Colgate goal.
In the championship, BG
charged to a 4-1 second-period
lead over the team from the
Rochester Institute of Technology, a Division III school. Two
RIT scores in the third left he
score as it would stay.
Kruzich was named tournament MVP for making a personal high 83 saves in the two
games. His 25 saves in the second period of Friday's game tied
the 12-year old school record set
by Al Sarachman.
DEFENSEMAN BRIAN McKee and forwards Paul Ysebaert and Iain Duncan were
named to the all-tournament
team.
BG took over second place in
the CCHA when they beat Lake
Superior twice. Scores of 12-4
and 7-2 told much of the story as

BG assistant coach Buddy Powers said the Lakers were victimized by poor goaltending.
BG actually trailed 2-1 at the
end of the first period Friday
only to blow he game open in the
second period when they outscored LSSC, 6-1.
Two scores by each team in
last Friday's first period made it
look as though the BG-Miami
matchup would be a good one.
BG took control in the third
period with three goals to win 83. Saturday's game was never a
contest as the Falcons whaled on
the the Redskins, 12-3.
Having outscored their last
two CCHA opponents 39-11, the
Falcons find themselves on a

n

^/ .~

" .

verifiable roll. They Falcons are
now fifth in all three national
polls with an overall record of
21-4-1. Although they trail
CCHA-leader Michigan State by
seven points, the Falcons have
played two fewer league tilts
than the Spartans.
SOME INDIVIDUAL performances have highlighted the
the last month. All-American
goaltender Gary Kruzich set the
NCAA career record for wins
with the second victory over
Lake Superior. Former Cornell
and Montreal Canadian great
Ken Dryden held the previous
mark of 76.
Since dropping his first game
this season, at Michigan, Kru-

zich is unbeaten in 19 games. He
now owns a seasonal mark of 181-1 and a career record of 78-293.
Left wing Don Barber has nine
goals in BG's last four games
and 13 in the last eight. He leads
the team in goals with 22. His 20
assists leave him second on the
team in points with 42. Barber
has scored 16 power-play goals
Ysebaert has registered 24

yss^

Welcome
Back!!

,

Klotz Flower
Shop

See you at the

Off-Campus
Housing Fair

'$93806'
V Wildlife

Foliage Plants,
Gift Items,
Cut Flowers,
Arrangements

■"

TUESDAY-

TODAY

LADIES NIGHT

Tues., Jan. 13
Union, Grand Ballroom
7-9 p.m.

• ALL MALE FANTASY REVIEW •

featuring

"HOT DESIRE"
DOORS OPEN
7:30

.

SHOWTIME
8:00

.

COVER
'2.00

I I

^1 I ?

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE

THURSDAY-

and

Last Minute Gift
Ideas — Flowers

Greenbriar, Inc.

•

"Lip - Sync"
Contest

• 515 E. Merry
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments

that are

Ready To Go"
Houn: Mon. thru Frl. I to 5 ; ^O
Sat. t to 4 Clo«»d Sunday

Plus many other houses and
apartments at other locations

* COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
* DOORS OPEN AT 8:00
.',

WELCOME BACK B.G.!!

a

224 E. Wooster

J

906 Napoleon K.I
Ph. 353-8381

1-4 &

}&'-$■

%

• A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT

Klotz Flower Shop

352-0717

.*.

assists in his last 12 games and
leads the team in scoring with 17
goals, 41 assists and 58 points.
His nine assists in the Miami
series set a school record for a
weekend series. He had six Saturday night.
In December, Duncan became
the career penalty leader at
Bowling Green. Through last
weekend he had 165 penalties for
a career total of 393 minutes.
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Heart
Answers

UNIVERSITY UNION
_Jl GREAT PLACE TO BE
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Bowl 'n' Greenery
372-2235

Pheasant Room
372-7947 372-7949

Three homemade soups daily,
salad bar buffet and baked
potatoes. Food Coupons
accepted after 4 p.m.,.

An a I a carte
luncheon and dinner in a formal,
newly remodeled,
dining atmosphere.
Coupons accepted
for evening meal.
Mon.Fri.
11:30-1:30 p.m.
Mon.Thurs. 4:30 -7 p.m.
Sat.
closed
Sun.
Buffet starting
J Jan. 18 Noon-2p.ni.
coupons accepted

Mon.Fri. 11 30 i m 2 p m
4 p.m-8 p.m.
Sal Sun clostd

Bakery
Baked goods fresh daily,
dried fruit, nuts and candy.
Food Coupons accepted
after 6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-8p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Closed,

Prout & Prout Annex

Falcon's Nest

Hot line menu, salad bar and
cold sandwich line.

Featuring fast short-order,
line and cafeteria.

!

GRILL
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
CAFETERIA
Mon.-Fri.
i
.
11 a.m.-lp.m.
X~
;.--«w
Mon.-Thurs.
~
*— i
5pm.-7p.m.

'£

Mon.-Fri.
breakfast
lunch
snacks
dinner

7 a.m.-10 a.m.
10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.

Sat.-Sun.
brunch
snacks
dinner

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.

Meal coupons accepted all
day

The Pizza Outlet
372-6945
Fresh pizza
and subs
made to order
within 10 minutes.
Coupons accepted
after 6 p.m.

Information Desk
Check cashing, newspapers,
magazines, hotel reservations.
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

Building Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sat.
9 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
Sun.
9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Ice Cream Shoppe
372-2641 after 3p.m.
\f~ <\
i ~X±:

Featuring 16 flavors, homemade novelties, and ice cream
pies for special occasions.

Mon.Fri.
Sat-Sun.

11 a.m.-l 1 p.m.
closed

The Little Shop
372-2962
Gift ideas, office supplies,
cards, souvenirs,
and Greek keepsakes.
Mon. Fri. 8 a.m.-4:45 p.m.

Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. 11 p.m.

Catering
372-6951
Services available 7 days a
week for groups from two
to 2,000.
Cal1 for more

Jf^

information.

Meeting Rooms
372-2241 Services available free of
charge for
University
.^ 'It
faculty,
' [3
staff and
. student groups
\gjf and organizations.

Hotel Rooms
23 Rooms available 7 days a
week throughout the regular
year.

Buckeye Room
372-8071
Bowling &
Pocket Billiards
Mon.Fri. 12:30-11 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Noon-10 p.m.

X>fi^ WHAT IS
CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE?
Congeniiai heart disease is the abnormal development ol the heart Delore a child is born A congenital
heart delect may be diagnosed at
birth or it may be discovered at some
time during childhood in a routine
physical examination Some detects
may be caused by drugs taken
during pregnancy O' exposure to
German measles (rubella) during
pregnancy They may be inherited
or the cause may be unknown Congenital heart delects may require
only minimal medical supervision or
they may require corrective surgery
to avoid complications later m life
Some congenital heart detects can
be prevented by vaccination ol the
mother against rubella prior to pregnancy and by following a doctor s advice while taking medications during
pregnancy Contact your local Amen-,
can Heart Association tor more
information

Are you denying
yourself
a better shot
atgradschooP
Okay it may be too late to
get a 40 But its not too late to
try to do better on your LSAT
GMAT. GRF. or MCAT For that.
theres Stanley H Kaplan
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H
Kaplan Our test taking techniques and educational
programs have prepared
over 1 million students
So whatever grad school
exam you re taking, call us
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam might
hive taken a Kaplan course

fc KAPLAN

SUNUTYM KAFlANfDUCATtONAlC&JTBllTD

CON TCOMPETF WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT- -BR ONT-.

Clauses (or 3/21/87 GMAT
BEGIN SUNDAY, IAN. 18th
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
TOLEDO
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Wins pile up for women

Break brings relief
Cagers overcome sluggish start, enter MAC race
Oh, the Bowling Green basketball team was a woeful lot
prior to Christmas break.
The Falcons barely beat
Division III Heidelberg in
their opener. Then, BG absorbed two straight industrial-strength beatings at the
hands of Akron and Ohio
State.
The Falcons' offense was
non-existent and their defense wasn't much better.
While they weren't getting
many rebounds, the Falcons
did chalk up a myriad of
turnovers.
Yet since then, BG's fortune has taken a startling
about-face. Over the
Christmas break, the Falcons
logged a 5-4 record. BG is now

W and 2-2 in the Mid-American Conference.
During the preseason, the
media picked the Falcons to
finish as the MAC doormat.
However, entering tonight's
game with Canisius College,
BG is in third place behind
Central Michigan and Kent
State.
In fact, the Falcons need
done more win to equal
year's victory total.
Guard Frank Booker is
largely responsible for the
Falcons' turnaround. The senior is averaging 15.3 ppg,
including a 31-point effort
against Davidson.
Forward Anthony Robinson
is also playing well after a
rough start. The Canton native boasts a 12-point aver-

age.
Booker and Robinson performed brilliantly in BG's
stunning 75-63 triumph over
Ohio University on Dec. 13.
Booker tallied 22 points, while
Robinson added 17. The Falcons trailed 33-30 at halftime,
but they shot a torrid 61 percent in the second half.
The victory evened BG's
record at 2-2. The Falcons
were 1-0 in the MAC.
BG dropped its next two
games, but gave respectable
performances in losses to
Michigan and Texas.
The Wolverines bolted to a
commanding 47-20 halftime
lead, however, the Falcons
showed character by rallying
to lose by only 12. 7644.
Q See Break, page 13.

With eight games over the
holiday break, Bowling Green's
women's basketball team may
have been busier than old St.
Nick himself.
Unfortunately for BG's competition, the only thing the Falcon hoopsters were handing out
were losses. The Falcons went 81 over this three week stretch to
raise their record to 12-2.
BG has also catapulted itself
to the front of the pack in the
Mid-American Conference race
with a 4-0 record. With the season half over, the Falcons appear destined to capture their
long-awaited first conference title.
Why shouldn't they? After all,
BG was picked the team to beat
in the Preseason MAC Coaches'
Poll.
But like any good coach, Falcon mentor Fran Voll doesn't
want to count victories before
they are in the "win-column".
He knows the road to a

championship is long, winding
and covered with potholes.
"I'm a person that doesn't
have a tendency to look down the
road," Voll said. "To throw in
the old cliche: 'we're only as
good as our last ballgame.' "
If there last game was any
indication, an 85-64 thrashing of
Toledo (see story on page 9), the
Falcons are headed in the right
direction.
BG also defeated Morehead
State (81-60), Michigan (61-60),
Kansas (80-69), Central Michigan (85-79), Akron (82-63), Eastern Michigan (77-73), and
Toledo.
The one-point victory over the
Big 10's UM was particularly
sweet for the Falcons. With a
little over a minute to go, BG's
sophomore forward Jackie Motycka hit the shot that put the
Falcons ahead 61-60. But it
wasn't over until the buzzer
sounded and a Wolverine shot
bounced off the rim.
The only other Big 10 opponent

BG faced was Michigan State.
This contest was one the Falcons
would just as soon forget. The
91-68 setback at the hands of the
Spartans was the only blemish
on the Falcons' otherwise perfect record in the month of December.
At halftime, BG was down 3635. But with about six minutes
left in the contest, according to
Voll, "we opened the floodgates."
Despite the loss.the Falcon
coach says, "there's not too
many areas we're not performing well in."
Currently, Motyka is leading
the conference in scoring with a
19.0 average with senior guard
Stephanie Coe sixth in the MAC
with a 17.1 average. BG forward
Megan Mc. uire is third in the
conference in field goal percentage (.525).
In the MAC rebounding standings, McGuire is seventh (7.1)
with Motycka eighth (6.6).

HEY CLEVELANDERS!

FALCONS
VS.
CLEVELAND STATE

#u$2i}%niilii
,

FRIT0-LAY

PEPSI,

'>■ &• ,*»■ jr

nil ti i i *i ,

DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW,
SLICE

THURSDAY ■ 8:00 P.M.

TORTILLA CHIPS
REGULAR $2.29

S-J89

It's BG's turn to wear the glass slipper
against last season's NCAA Cinderella!

1 LB. PKQ.

U.S.O.A.
STAMP COUPONS
GLADLY ACCEPTED

6:30 p.m.
203 Haves Hall
Agenda:

GUYS & GALS
HAIRCUTS
$

6

our talent goes
to your head
4UDKEN Products
available

Call for Appt.

352-7658

MONET
ORDERS

49C

OtMUJLf^

FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
STORE HOURS: (Staling Aug. 25.1965)
Sun.-Thun.
10 AM -1AM
Fri -Sal.
10AM-3AM
DELIVERY 11-2,4-CLOSE

FAST • FREE

Subs — 20 Varieties • Chili • Salads

located 190 S. Main

TICKETS SOLD
At AIL STORES

DEXTER'S BOWLING GREEN
510 EAST WOOSTER STREET
352-4497
352-9814

January Donee
Meeting time change

THE
MINI MALL
BEAUTY SALON

24 OZ
CARTON

STANDING TALL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

Attention
LATINO STUDENT
UNION MEMBERS

MEETING

■

STERLING

"Hi Mom - SEND MONEY."

TONIGHT'S

COTTAGE
CHEESE
$119

FRANKS
$-(69

It's on TV to 19 million
homes via cable TV. It's
your turn to say,

Reminder for

STEELING

ECKRICH
ALL MEAT

bL3JLUL&<S>
llMaklnlM
^
Vl SUPER SUB
+
CHILI
OR
SALAD

$239
Good All Day

UJHB^V
Vi SUPER SUB
FRIES AND
MEDIUM DRINK

$2

45

Limit two per customer Not
valid with any other coupons
Good at participating locations
(INSIDE ONLY)

Good All Day
Limit one per customer Not
valid with any other coupons.
Good at participating locations
(INSIDE ONLY)

Expires 2/5/87

Expires 2/5/87

$1.00
OFF

Any two of our
delicious
20 subs
Good All Day
Limit two per customer Not
valid with any other coupons
Good at participating locations
Expires 2/5/87

SUPER SUB
AND
MEDIUM DRINK

$3

00

Limit two per customer Not
valid with any other coupons
Good at participating locations
(INSIDE ONLY)

Expires 2/5/87

DELIVERY
'4»&«_.b.Mtk4

FREE
32 OZ. PEPSI
with a 2 sub
delivery order
Limit two per customer Not
valid with any other coupons.
Good at participating location*
(DELIVERY ONLY)
Expires 2/5/87

W

50'

OFF!

Any of our
delicious
20 subs
Limit two per customer. Not
valid with any other coupons.
Good at participating locations
Expires 2/5/87
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Break

□ Continued from page 12.
After losing to Texas 59-44, the
Falcons spanked Grainbling 5544, Dec. 20. The victory sparked
a three-game winning streak.
BG held a 35-16 advantage at
intermission and coasted to an
easy win. Robinson scored 21
points. Joe Gregory added 14
markers.
BG continued its winning
ways by outlasting Davidson 7571 in overtime on Dec. 27.
Booker, who notched 31 points,
hit a three-point shot with eight
seconds left in regulation to knot
the game at 62-62. Gregory, who

finished with 18, scored seven
points in OT.
The Falcons then raised
their record to 5-4 with a 56-53
win over Canisius. Booker
scored 18 points and freshman
Pop Jennings contributed 11.
The New Year started
poorly as Central Michigan
dealt BG its first MAC loss 73-61,
Jan. 3. Things then got worse
when Eastern Michigan administered an inhumane 95-52 flogging to the Falcons, Jan. 8. At
one point, BG trailed 45-13 in the
first half. The Falcons shot 32
percent from the field.

I

by Al Franco
sports reporter

Christmas means a threeweek break for most students.
Such is not always the case for
Bowling Green athletes. BG
swimmers went back to a vigorous training program on December 28th, then went south to
Tennessee and prepared for a
meet with Vanderbilt University.

Tankers
defeat
VU

Both the BG men's and women's swim squads were victorious in the meet against VU held
in Nashville.
The BG men's team defeated

the Commodores by the score of
122 to 62. There were several
individual standouts for the BG
tankers.
Tom Griga was a double winner for BG as he captured the 50yard freestyle and 100-yard freestyle events and Tim Wagner
won the 200-yard backstroke
event.
The BG women's swim team
beat VU by the score of 122 to 94.
Andrea Szekely was a double
winner for BG, winning the 200yard freestyle and the 200-yard
butterfly events. Sheila Westondorf and Shan Williams were
also winners in the 200-yard IM

and 100-yard freestyle events,
respectively.
BG head swim coach Rich
Draper said, "We trained very
hard and swam very well."
Draper also received good
news about some of his women
tankers over the break.
The BG women's 400-yard
freestyle team was ranked ninth
in the nation, and Andrea Szekely was ranked twelfth in both
the 200-yard IM and the 200-yard
butterfly events.
On Friday, the BG men's team
travels to Toledo . Both teams
have a meet against Cincinnati
in the Queen City Saturday.
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Say
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Happy Birthday
with

The
Bdfoonman

352-6061
doHvormd by: Bunny, Lifeguard, Kttty, Clown,

tffpintS~

MEETING
TONIGHT Tues., January 13, 7:30 p.m.
West Hall Commons, Second Floe*
for writers — old & new

telly dancer, Mr. Wonderful, Flex, Oorllla

®

UTO
WORKS
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

AUTO SPECIALS
GOOD NOW THRU
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 17. 1987

I

The place for car fanatics.

MMdffl

AUTO W59S-—'

1—HiOsss

40 MONTH

•»29»

Up to 380 Cranking Amp*

SAVE

SO MONTH

Up to 440 Clinking Amps

CHART YOUR
COURSE

*7 3989

Up to 525 Cnnklng Amps

BOOSTER CABLES

When you re an A" fece navigate you 't an .nieg'ai pa" o' a" A '
Force Uight team 115 you- 'espons.bity *o ovect me aircraft to "v
targei swiftly economically ana accurately
it you auahty you can rake o» with Ai- force ROTC We < gve you
leadership ana management "a^ng You may aiso qua'.ty to* a
scholarship that can pay college expenses plus SiOO pe> acadf*>c
month ia* t'ee Atie> graduation you »e off to the nrenwe ana
aemanaing unae'graOuaie na.igator easing program
Chec" out A.r Fo*ce ROTC tooay 1 you nave what it ta-ies you cou'd
wear the s<'ver wings ot an A.< f o-ce navigato-

12 FT. 10 GAUGE
COPPER

599
^^ NO BC-704

BOOSTER CABLES
12 FT. 8 GAUGE No. 841

For More Information CALL 372-2176
Or VISIT 164 Memorial Hall TODAY!

V

SAVE

60 MONTH

9.99

GAS TREATMENT
OIL OR 4 CYL.
OIL TREATMENT

.AIR FORCE.
—ROTC"

oun

SALE

met

MAIL-IN REBATE

4Q0

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

^^B" f.VajjjjWAFTER
r REBATE

lit
BcUcr"'
Ball rot* Pea 89'

Whatever the assignment. Pilot has the formula
lor writing comfort and precision.

Pilot's Better Ball Point Pea in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact.
we've made writer's fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all. you ll never
throw it out because it's renllable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pendlier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eHminate the frustration of lead
breakage The Pencilled jumbo eraser does the iob cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today.The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Penriber.

PILOT

Available at

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

VISA
iwanw Vw rlfM to K
•uafitMM. I
■Wad tow

820 S. MAIN
MON-FRI 9:OOam-8

SAT 8:30am-6

353-0067
SUN lOam-5
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Cagers

BG News/Pete Fellman

Old coach, new job
For 10 years. John Weinert's second home was on the sidelines of Anderson Arena during Falcon basketball
games. Saturday. Weinert (left) was once again on the sidelines, but this time as a television color
commentator as he made his screen debut with veteran Orris Tabner as WTOL-TV broadcasted Bowling
Green's 79-70 win over Toledo. Weinert, who retired after last year's 7-20 campaign, guided the Falcons to
five MidAmerican Conference postseason tournament appearances, in addition to two National
Invitational Tournament bids. Jim Larranaga, currently the Falcon coach, succeeded Weinert.

D Continued from page 9.
In the second half, senior
center Avon Davey came off the
bench to score 10 points for BG
including three offensive rebounds for layups. In 19 minutes
of action, Davey scored 10 points
and grabbed four rebounds.
Sophomore Joe Gregory
also popped off the bench for 11
points and four assists.
"We got an extremely
strong effort from our substitutes, ' Larranaga said. "Joe
played an exceptional game.
Mike (Maleske) and Avon combined for 14 points. That has to
be a season high for us from the
center position."
In the first half, the Rockets
gained a 33-27 advantage with
3:36 remaining on a backdoor
layup by senior guard Gary
Campeball. BG, however, outscored UT 8-4 from that point to
cut the Rockets' halftime lead to
37-35.
Larranaga said both teams
played extremely hard in the
first half.
"I thought both teams expanded so much energy in the
first 25 minutes of the game," he
said. "A lot of the timeouts
called were for fatigue pur-

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.

poses."
For the game, the Falcons
outshot UT 57 percent to 52 percent.
On the glass, BG out-rebounded the Rockets 35-27, including 11-5 on the offensive
boards.
Pippin led the Falcons with
a career-high 19 points. Booker
and Robinson each contributed
12 points. Tyler added 11 points
and 10 rebounds, in addition to
Davey's and Gregory's totals.
"It was a team effort in
every sense of the game," Larranaga said. "We ran our offense well and we returned to
that tough, hard-nosed defense
we've been working on since day
one."
Senior center Blake Bumham scored 24 points for the
Rockets. Jeff Gher added 12 and
Campbell chipped in with 11
points.
Nichols predicted good
things to come from the Falcons.
"The way I understood it
coming into the game was that
Bowling Green has good ball
players and a lot of depth," he
said. "Quite possibly, down the
line, they are going to be a very
good basketball team."

Tuesday, January 13
7-9 p.m.
University Union,
Grand Ballroom
• Get your FREE brochure •
Talk to the experienced, rental
management professionals to find your
perfect home!

Scholarship Coordinator.

Newlove Rentals

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING CORPS

352-5620

328 S. Main

HOWARD'S
MONDAY

THE TANNING CENTER
a/ *J4air LfnfimiUa

143 W. Woosfer

419-352-9951

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

WELCOME BACK

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

353-3281

Get Ready for Spring Break!

Bo
—

TUESDAY

Oddsmakers predict $35 million to $40 million will be bet.

TODAY

Now accepting scholarship applications.
All majors may apply.
For all of the details, call 2-2476
or stop by Room 151, Memorial Hall
and ask for Captain Dave Wolf,

SUNDAY

The Bears opened as ninepoint favorites last year and
eventually climbed to 10.

Come see us at the
Off-campus Housing Fair

Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pav for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to Sl.OOO
a vear. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

210 N. MAIN

LAS VEGAS (AP) - Las Vegas oddsmakers have made the
New York Giants a nine-point
favorite to beat the Denver
Broncos in Super Bowl XXI,
with New York money pushing
the odds upwards in early betting.
'The favored team (in a Super
Bowl) is usually about a threepoint favorite,'' Sonny Reizner
of the Castaways Sports Book
said Monday. But the Giants
are just awesome. They're like
the Chicago Bears were last
year."

WELCOME BACK!

Just easier to pay for.

JL.

Giants a
'Super'
bet

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
THE AREAS FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
VOTED BEST BAR IN B.C.
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

HAPPf 1987!
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Offer good with ad thru Jan. 31
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MIKE KATON
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Spring Special - Wolff Sunbedt
10 first time visits $20
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EDDIE SHAW
& THE WOLF GANG
LOVED
BY MILLIONS

¥

Show Biz, Inc., international producers of live theme
park entertainment, is holding their annual auditions
for entertainment positions in theme parks across the
U.S. There are salaried positions available for Singers,
Dancers, Musicians, Magicians and Magician Assistants, Barbershop Quartets, Puppeteers and Costume
Characters all of which will be hired for seasonal work.
Auditions in your area will be:
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
Sunday, January 18, 1987
University Union - Alumni Room
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Pratt

□ Continued from page 10.
Most successful hockey teams
have a balance between offenseoriented defensemen and those
who are recognized for their
defensive skills. Scott Paluch,
one of BG's "offensive defensemen," said strength is
Pratt's strongpoint.
"Tom is a big, strong defenseman. He does a very good
eb of getting people out from in
ont of the net, Paluch said.
"He's definitely one of the hardest workers on the team. And
he's a funny guy."
The six-foot-three, 200 pound
Pratt transferred to BG last
year after two unhappy seasons
at St. Lawerence. With one goal
and eight assists in his BG career, he is not about to worry
many opposing goaltenders. But
Paluch said Pratt's value to the
team goes beyond his defensive
abilities. Pratt takes pride in
offering encouragement to others.
"Sometimes, I have problems
remembering this is just a
game. Now that I'm a senior, I
see guys that are going through
the same thing, or maybe
there's a freshman who's out of
the lineup," he said.
"Now, I try to take it upon
myself to make sure they know
they are good hockey players
and that's why they're here (to
BG). And I tell them to stick
with the qualities that got them
here."
Pratt is enjoying himself immensely. A sports management
major who hopes to eventually
work in sports marketing, he
lists the present as the highlight
of his hockey career.
"The honest to God truth is
right now. It's the most fun I've
had. The biggest factors are not
only us playing well (BG has
won 10 consecutive games in
addition to capturing the Syracuse Invitational tournament
over break), but also getting
along together," he said. "We're
having a lot of fun. It's really
enjoyable to come to the rink.

leers
a Continued from page 9.
21 shots Saturday after he
stopped two in relief of Gary
Kruzich the night before.
Kruzich was OK himself. The
senior netminder stopped 20
shots Friday before he feft late
in the game with an 8-3 lead.
Falcon head coach Jerry York
said the icers are growing better
by the day.
"There is no question we're on
a roll, everything is going our
way. We're very unselfish and
we are moving the puck smart,"
York said. "We are playing like

a team. That's something we
strive for with all of our teams.
We're doing it for 60 minutes
now; we're going to be a difficult
team to beat."
Friday's game was 2-2 after
one and just 5-3 10 minutes into
the third period.A Miami player
then took a swipe at Kruzich,
Kruzich and others retaliated,
and helter skelter - college
hockey style - broke out.
The ensuing fight cost BG the
services of defenseman Thad
Rusiecki while Miami lost two
skaters.

PIZZA

ANY 2 ITEM 13" PIZZA AT REGULAR PRICE,
GET ONE 2 LITRE PEPSI FREE W COUPON
FREE DELIVERY

CLIP&
SAVE!
BRING IN
THIS AD
AND
RECEIVE
A HAIRCUT
FOR JUST

$*****.

BG owns second place in the
CCHA now with a 1W-1 record
to accompany their 21-4-1 overall ledger. Ysebaert said the
team's current ID-game winning
streak falls far short of BG's
goals.

"Everything is coming together. In the back of everybody's mind is what happened
last year (BG held an eight-point
lead with four weeks left in the
season only to finish tied for
second, two points behind Michigan State),''Ysebaert said. "We
know we are behind the eightball right now and State's in the
position we were last year.
"I guarantee if you ask any
guy in this room, he'll tell you
we want to take advantage of it,
kind of make the cycle go our
way this year. Last year we
gave them the championship."

Lori ineligible
Despite all the good news associated with a 10-game winning
streak, the Bowling Green
hockey team received a bit of
bad news.
Senior rigth wing Mark Lori
was declared academically ineligible for the rest of the season.
Lori, a transfer from Northeastern University, played nine
games this year, tallying one
goal, of the power play variety,
and five assists. He also compiled 31 penalty minutes for 15
penalties.

" Welcome Back Students "

BROTHERS, inc.

352-8408

Todd Flichel, Scott Paluch
and Nelson Emerson each
scored in the next four minutes
as BG put the game away.
Freshman defenseman Kevin
Dahl scored his first collegiate
Soal Friday evening. Sophomore
efender Alan Leggett scored
the first of his career the next
night.

$

00

6.

OR

30%
OFF
PERMS
i^arouiel

Think of us for your
housing needs

Meadowview Courts
214 Napoleon Rd.
352-1195
Efficiencies, One & Two Bedroom
Apartments
All residents are granted the privilege
of using the Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 835 High St., B.G.

n
I

(Oeautu

OREDKEN

FULL-SERVICE

prodKtt tvilltbk

140 E. Wooster
352-0800

9-530 Mo. .-Sit

Meadowview Courts wishes
everyone a successful year.

offer expires 1/29/87

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

Welcome Back
What are you
having for
lunch today?

Students
Bee Gee
Bookstore
Across from Harshmanl

t&xnsc*

New & Used!
Texts

Many off-campus students have expressed
a desire to participate in the coupon system while on campus To
meet these requests, we are offering meal coupon books to you. Enjoy all
the dining facilities of Bowling Green State University Food Operations
How to apply

Do I get the discount rate If I bay more

Visit the Bursar Office presently located in
the Administration Building, beginning
January 12. 1987.
You must pay for the number of books
requested at that time by cash, check. Visa
or Mastercard

than 4 boofct?

Who may p a re hat t thl« meal plan?

Where do 1 pick op the books?

Any off-campus student enrolled at the
University for Spring Semester

After paying for your books, the Bursar's
Office will give you an authorization card
and signature card which you should take
to Founders Dining Hall between 4-6pm
daily to pick up your books. Remember to
take two pieces of identification with you
also

What do they coat?
Cost/Semester

Savings

Vila*

SI 10 00(1 book)
S220.00 (2 books)
$330.00 (3 books)

$440.00 (4 books)
$528.00
$616 OO
$704.00
$792.00
$880.00

(5
(6
(7
(8
(9

books)
books)
books)
books)
books)

2200
44.00
66 00
88 00
$11000

Supplies &

If you purchase more than four books
between January 12 and 16. the discounts
will apply on the 5th, 6th. 7th, 8th, or 9th
books. Books purchased after that date will
not be discounted

$550 00
$660 00
$770 00
$880 00
S990.00

" 1AJO DVUVCV SI^U->^

Backpacks &
T-Shirts
RUSH HOURS

REGULAR HOURS

WEDNESDAY
8:30-8:00

MONDAY - FRIDAY
9:00-5:30
SATURDAY
9:00-5:00

PHONE: 353-2252

■

j

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
••■ NOTICE •••
SpotHgm Ptes«ntabons oflei valuable information about career paths, detailed position
fnaponsowttea and oroanizatonal pNoaophy
Al students 3Cf>ea\*r>o»ntefvwws are strongly
encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights
Spoftgfit Presentations are usuaty held in the
University Placement Services recruiter lounge
at 7 pm To enter the Student Services Building
in the evening, please use the pado
entrance

There are important services available to you at
the University Placement Services Please note
that not al organizations and companies regular
ly recruit on college campuses The bat below
generatyreftects the high demand areas si the
wond ot work Don t become discouraged it
your career field is not requested Toassist you
m conduction an assertive |Ob search, the
University Placement Services provides career
and placement counseling, credential services
rob search workshops, professional develop
meni seminars, career fairs and an alumni
Falcon NetworK
Our excellent Career
Resource Library otters you career and
employer *Hormat»on and current job vacancies
m All career twkte. Placement Counselors
oVectty refer registered students to employers
m their desneo career fields Insure your access to these services by registering with the
Unrventy Placement Services in your final year ,il
Bowling Green State University

Scheduling On-Campu>
Interview Appointments

The first day ot sign-upa lor mterviewsckjting
the penod of January 20 through January 30.
1987. w« be new on Wednesday January M
at 4pm in the North EastCommona AH
registrants must have a First Choice Interview
Card to parhcipateir the first day of sunups
After thehrst day. students and alumnt may signup for interviews from Sam to 5pm al the
University Placement Services. 360 Student
Sevices Bunding A Credential Form must be
submitted for each interview scheduled at the
time of a»gn-up rt for any reason you cannot
keep your appo*itment. please cal the University Placement Services no later than 9am one
work day before you scheduled interview The
telephone number Is 372-2356 Failure to do
so w* be considered Insufficient Notice Two
insufficient Notices wM result n forfeiture of
sign-up privileges lor the next recrurhng
penod

NO SHOW POLICY
Failure to appear lor a scheduled interview wil
result n immediate suspension ol your signup
privileges for the next recruiting penod You are
required to send a letter of apology to the
employer.file a copy of this letter with the
University Placement Services and meet witha
Placement Counselor Any student who twice
laeS to honor ha or he* .nte-view commitments
wil be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder ol the academic year.

THERE IS A WAY TO PAY FOR COLLEGE ...
BUT...
TO GET FINANCIAL AID.
YOU MUST APPLY FOR IT!
PICK UP YOUR 1987-88 FINANCIAL AID
FORMS NOW IN THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
450 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSTIY
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Thursday. January 1S
Nursing Careers a Job Fair
Meocel Coiege of Or-o
Todedo, OH
Chubb Insurance Spotfcght
Placemen! Office. 11am-1230pm
Saturday. January 17
SUPER START SATURDAY
Lenhart Grand Baaroom
9 30am-3pm
Tuesday, January 20
Resume Workshop
Community Surte. 3 30-5pm
El Uty a Company
Monarch Food Service
Noxel Corporation
The Gap Stores. Inc.
Wednesday. January 21
Equitable Finanaal Services
Owens- ■rlOfe Inc
U S Army, Information Table.
University Hal. Sam-Noon
Thursday, January 22
Interview Workshop
Lenhart Grand Baaroom. 3 30-5pm
Firestone Tire S Rubber Co
I S Ayres and Company Monday. January 20
Job Hunting Workshop
Community Suite. 3 30-5pm
Ohio Edison Company
Tuesday. January 27
Interview Workshop
Akjmni Room. 6 30-8pm
Eastman Kodak Company
One Edison Company
Trustcorp, rnc.
Turner Construction Co
U S Air Force
United Telephone Co of Ohio
Wednesday. January 20
Resume Workshop
Community Surte. 6 30 6pm
Bank One Dayton
Eastman Kodak Company
Qeneal Electric Co
Thursday. January 28
Job Hunting Workshop
Onto Suite. 6 30 8pm
CompuServe Spotlight
Placement Office. 7pm
Central Companies
Eastman Kodak Company
Mead Data Central
Metropolitan Life Ins Co
Friday. January 30
Bank One Cleveland
National Security Agency

PARTY ANIMALS lo organize Spring Break
vacation to Florida I Caribbean Earn FREE trip
t cash.. Cat ua now al 1 -800-237-8308 days
or |0O4| 441-8887 ooeeot eves

CAMPUS 4 CITY EVENTS
90 Naws meeting for volunteers wntars and
pnologiaprvara every Sunday, 8 p.m. 210
Waal Hal. For further Information call
3722803

•HI DELTA THETA
RUSH
HAPPENING AT 501 PIKE

NOTICE TO ALL BGSU EMPLOYEES
The new W-4 forma for 1087 era now avaaaMe
n the Payroll Once You w« be receiving one In
your January paycheck, however, any student
on the tx weekly payrol wfl need to come to
Payrol end pick that form up H you have any
Questions about llavtg the) form out. plsaas contact your own tax advisor or your local IBS 01fice The Payrol Office can not advise you ALL
employees must complete a new W-4 form by
September 30. 1087 If we do not receive a
new W-4 form, we era lequved to change your
tax status sutomaticaly to single and one exemption, which could reeuft In your overpaying
federal incometaxes for 1987

RUM moan
RUSH PHI DtLTS
RUSH PHI DELTS

Ruth Evans
CongretuaMlone on your engagement lo Jonathon Your future, you can be assured. w» be
Structurally Sound Love ACT.

WANTED Students lo serve aa R.A a for the
1987-88 school year Apply today

FOR RENT

WANTED

BEGINNING TUESDAY, JANUARY
13, THE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM OFFICE WILL POST
NEWON-CAMPUSJOBSON
TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS. THIS IS
A CHANGE FROM OUR TUESDAY
AND THURSDAY POSTING DATES
AND HAS BEEN MADE TO
ACCOMODATE STUDENTS WITH
TUESDAY/THURSDAY CLASSES.
JOBS ARE POSTED AT 8 AJJ. IN
ROOM«0 STUDENT SERVICES.

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments a Houses
Office Hours 10ern-5pm
or by appointment
Located at 316 E Merry No 3
For more info or storings
Phone 352-7365 anytime
Atoo summer rentals

Mala needed to share apartment $150-month
No uMhee 354-0842

HELP WANTED

GLEMBY AT UHLMAN 5
JANUARY PERM WAVE EVENT
50% SAVINGS

ChaVJ care for one 2-yr-otd In my home very
close to campua Mornings only Non-smoker
Good wage and benefit package Call
352-7065

GLEMBY AT UHLMAN S
352-5615

Make hundreds weekly ma*ng circulars1 No
quotas' Limits1 Rush self addressed stamped
envelope Am Mar 256 Robertson. Dept P5
Beverly HUs. CA 90211

3 30

Raleigh Competition 10 speed bike $300 or
beat offer 353-2208. ask for Brian
Tweed sport coal, sue 40 reg $20 352-2216

Wmter Clearance Sale
Save on Sweaters. Shirts. Skirts. Pants
Buy Now for Beat Selection
Et Cetera -113 Rasroad St

ATHLETIC BAND'

CAMPUS JOB POSTING
NOTICE

la II True You Can Buy Jaapa for S44 through
the US. governmenr'Get the tacts today' Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794

Roornmete needed to share 2 bedroom apt
w*h male Qrad student. $200 mo uivttes mcl
Cafl 354 2721 before 2 pm for Wo

PERSONALS

REHEARSAL

Bruce Springsteen autograph • II reeds "To
Mark HI' from Aebury Park. N J." Make offer
352-2218.

The Office of ResOentw Services invites a>
qusMed people to apply lor R A Jobs

OFF-CAMPUS MOUSING FAIR
JANUARY II, IM7
7-OPM LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
The daadasie lor ejjatiylHa, lor May Graduation
Is January 23,1087. Any Senior who la planning to graduate In May must flu out an application for graduation Applications are
■ rallaola In your college office, aioapt the
College of Education and Allied Professions
which can be filled out at the Office of
Registration I Records.

NATURAL BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
YOU CAN MAKE
AMAZING RESULTS FULL DIRECTIONS
ONLY S2 ANNUN PUBLICATIONS
29848F WISTARIA
CANYON COUNTRY. CA 91351

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
Protect Manager needed
FREE vacation plus $$$
1 800-237 2061

FRI ■ 1-1«

1012-MMAC

For your convenience we now nav* w«e service Be sure to give us a cal It you want to
send flowers The Flower Basket ■ 166 S Mam
downtown 352-6395
Gats Courduroy Safe
$9 95 Values up to $31 95
Jeans N Things • 531 Ridge
Jom our ranks
Apply for an RA job today
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
JANUARY 13. 1987
7-flPM LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

Wanted Dnvers Must be 18. have own car with
naur . w*ng to work nights a weekends Flexible hours Pay with lips smiteage avg $4-6 an
hour Apply at Domtnos Piua. 1616 E
Wooater 352-1539
We're looking lor a iTStemrty, sorority or large
student organization that would ike to make
$500-$1000- for a one-week long on-campua
marketing protect Group must be organized
and hardworking
Call Andrew at
800-592-2121.

FOR SALE

Open Doors Key Into opportunities Apply for
an fl A rob today

FOR RENT: One male roommats needed tor
spring semester. Big two bedroom apetment
completely fumlahed with air conditioning.
heat and hot water. Price tor entire spring
semester Is f 069 - $1 SO security deposit will
take SSOO -H50 security deposit Located In
Campus Manor Apartments. For further Informattan call collect et 218-398-7010 aa* tor
Kerth or leave message at 219-M2-8S81.

Houses a Apts close to campua lor Summer
1987 and 1987 88 school year 1 287-3341

Wanted 15 men or women to participate m local
weight loss program for advertising purposes
Must be at least 25 pounds overweight For
more Information cal 352-6975

Bratheus
Friday Afternoon
Happy Hours 3-9

1 female needed to sublease one bedroom
apartment January and May rent paid Cat
Tracy at 353-7004

Need female student to ti house near campus
Available now Phone 352 7365
Newly carpeted 2 bdrm apts Heat furnished
AvsTjiable now 352-3445
Two bedroom unrt. private perking across from
campus 352-5111 10-5

CO-OP CORNER
Interested al a coop or internship for Summer-?
Need work experience and don't know how to
gel If? Plan on attendng one ol our nformatton
seasons to start your fas January 13 2 30 PM
or 3 30 PM
January 15 9 30 AM or 10 30 AM
January 20 9 30 AM or 10 30 AM
January 22 9 30 AM or 10 30 AM
Seasons held n Coop Office 238 Admm
Bdg . 372-2451

Maenad Wanted

PIZZA

Child of the sun seeks
daughter oi the moon for
moonlit walks and massage
exchange.
Pagan jew, 34. searching
for a woman who enjoys
making love outdoors and
reading in bed. Write
Harlequin at 722 Clough,
B.G.

BROTHERS, inc.
1 ITEM FAMILY DEEP DISH $9.99
WITH COUPON
352-8409

FREE DELIVERY

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days >n advance bv 4 o m

i The BG News is not responsible 'or postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65* per hne. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad for bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to rllegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors m classitved ads tor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ot individuals who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether lo release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose ot this policy is to discourage the placement ot advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone*

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please punt your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appeaf
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you with your *d to appear:
Campus & City Events'
Lost & Found
Hides
Services Offered

_
_
_
_

Wanted

Help Wanted
For Sal*
For Rant

Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published free ol charge lor one day for a non-profit event or meeting only

Dates of insertion

Total number of days to appear.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601
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